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1. Introduction 

We use brokerage account records of Chinese investors who traded during the Chinese 

put warrants bubble documented in Xiong and Yu (2011) to study their trading and explore the 

extent to which it is consistent with leading theories of speculative asset price bubbles.  First, the 

brokerage account records allow us to identify the precipitating event that started the bubble, 

including precisely when it occurred.  Second, we find that investors engage in a form of positive 

feedback trading, broadly consistent with extrapolative theories such as Barberis et al (2016).  

However, the probability of future warrant purchases is explained primarily by the investors’ 

own past returns, different from extrapolative models, and only secondarily by observed market 

returns.   The combination of the precipitating event that caused an initial increase in prices and 

the feedback trading based on investors’ own returns led to additional buying and additional 

price increases in a feedback loop.  The feedback trading is consistent with the Scheinkman and 

Xiong (2003) resale option theory if the belief updating in that model is driven by investors’ own 

past returns.  Third, we provide evidence that social contagion explains the entry of new 

investors and further contributed to the feedback loop.  Finally, we use the panel regression 

approach in Xiong and Yu (2011) to show that estimates of the trading volume due to feedback 

trading based on investors’ past returns and social contagion explain the size of the bubble.   

We are the first to identify unambiguously an event that started a bubble, to document 

that social contagion was important during a bubble, and to show how the precipitating event 

interacted with feedback trading and social contagion to create a bubble. The particular form of 

feedback trading based on investors’ own past returns that we identify is also novel. Importantly, 

we show that estimates of the trading volume due to feedback trading based on own returns and 

social contagion explain the size of the bubble.  This suggests that any theory that explains the 

put warrants bubble should accommodate these two mechanisms and their interaction with a 

precipitating event.  

  The precipitating event was a tripling of the transaction tax imposed on stock trades that 

was announced at midnight on May 30, 2007 and took effect immediately at the opening of 

trading on May 30. This tax change was a regulatory reaction to the apparent overvaluation of 

Chinese stocks, but was plausibly exogenous to the warrant market.  It made short-term trading 

of stocks more costly, and because the warrants were exempt from the tax, it increased the 

relative desirability of the warrants for short-term trading.  Market data show a more than 12-fold 
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increase in warrant turnover on May 30 and a cross-sectional average one-day warrant return of 

57.6%, followed by further large positive returns over the next 15 days.  These high returns 

caused additional buying, which in turn caused more high returns, causing yet more buying and 

then yet higher prices, in a feedback loop similar to the mechanisms described by Shiller (2014; 

2015, Chapter 5).  The high returns also caused entry of new investors through social contagion, 

further contributing to the higher prices.   

We use hazard rate regressions to show that, for the investors who have previously traded 

put warrants, the probability that they buy again is positively related to their own previous put 

warrant returns.  The evidence of feedback trading based on own past returns is very strong and 

this trading occurs throughout the warrants’ lives, including before May 30, 2007.  The 

combination of the positive coefficients on investors’ previous returns and the large price 

increases beginning on May 30 due to the increase in the transaction tax lead to a burst of 

positive feedback trading beginning on this date and continuing for several weeks afterward.   

We provide evidence of social contagion by following Kaustia and Knüpfer (2012) and 

using the brokerage firm data to construct, for each date and investor who has never previously 

traded a particular warrant, estimates of the lagged returns that geographically proximate 

investors have achieved by trading that warrant. The lagged returns of geographically proximate 

investors can provide evidence of social contagion because these are the other investors with 

whom a given investor is most likely to have social contact. We find that the cross-sectional 

average of the positive parts of the lagged returns of geographically proximate investors predicts 

the numbers of investors who make their first purchases of that warrant on each date.  The 

estimated relation between entry and lagged returns is convex, consistent with the prediction of 

the recent Han and Hirshleifer (2016) model of the social transmission of information about 

trading strategies.   

Finally, we provide evidence that feedback trading and social contagion explain the 

bubble by reexamining the Xiong and Yu (2011) panel regressions where they show that put 

warrant prices were positively correlated with volatility and turnover, consistent with the resale 

option theory. Xiong and Yu (2011) regress warrant prices on turnover and estimates of the 

warrants’ return volatilities and obtain significantly positive coefficients that they interpret as 

supportive of the resale option theory.  We use the feedback hazard rate regressions and social 

contagion (linear) regressions to develop estimates of the trading volumes due to feedback 
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trading and social contagion during each day of the Xiong and Yu (2011) “zero fundamental 

period” in which the fundamental values of the put warrants were close to zero.   We then 

include these estimates as additional covariates in the panel regressions estimated by Xiong and 

Yu (2011) and find that the estimates of buying due to feedback trading and social contagion 

explain put warrant prices. Once we include the additional covariates (and a dummy for the 

precipitating event) in the panel regressions we do not obtain significantly positive coefficients 

on turnover and volatility.  

Our results shed light on and flesh out leading bubble theories and provide guidance for 

future work.   First, it appears that the bubble would not have occurred absent the precipitating 

event.  Feedback trading and social contagion existed during the entire period of put warrant 

trading, both before and after May 30, 2007, but did not create a bubble until they interacted with 

the May 30 tax change.  This challenges models such as the resale option theory that do not 

include a role for a precipitating event.1 Our finding of a crucial role for the precipitating event is 

broadly consistent with the model of Barberis et al (2016) in which a bubble begins with an 

exogenous shock, in their case a fundamental cash flow shock.  However, in the Chinese put 

warrants bubble the precipitating event was not a shock to fundamentals, as the fundamental 

values of the warrants were essentially zero both immediately before and after May 30, 2007.   

The impact of the tax change is consistent with Shiller’s writings about bubbles (for example, 

Shiller 2015, Chapter 4), as a precipitating event is a necessary component of the bubble 

mechanism he describes and he emphasizes that it need not be related to fundamentals.  

While we study only the Chinese put warrants bubble, other apparent bubbles are also 

associated with plausible precipitating events.  For example, the 2005 Chinese share structure 

reform plausibly started the 2006-2007 boom in Chinese stock prices, and the 2013 relaxation of 

leverage restrictions may have precipitated the 2014-2015 run up in Chinese stock prices.2   

Shiller (2015, Chapter 4) proposes candidate precipitating events for bubble episodes in the U.S. 

financial and real estate markets.  Interestingly, the shocks associated with the two Chinese stock 

                                                            
1 Volatility plays an important role in the resale option theory (see, for example, Xiong and Yu 2011), and a shock to 
volatility could plausibly interact with the resale option to create a bubble. Volatility was high after May 30, which 
might at first glance suggest that this mechanism is plausible and that an increase in volatility caused the bubble.  
However, in the Chinese put warrants bubble the exogenous shock started the price run-up and then caused volatility 
to increase; the bubble was not created by a change in volatility, as volatility increased only after the exogenous 
shock started the bubble. 
2 http://finance.people.com.cn/stock/n/2013/0427/c222942-21306883.html (the website of the Chinese central 
government media). 
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market episodes and some of the precipitating events discussed by Shiller also were not related 

to fundamentals. 

Our finding of an important role for positive feedback trading is broadly consistent with 

extrapolative theories such as Barberis et al (2016).  However, in that model investors’ trading 

decisions are based on publicly observed market returns.  In contrast, we find that the warrant 

purchases by investors who have previously traded warrants are explained primarily by the 

realized returns on their own past warrant trades, and only secondarily by observed market 

returns. 

 In the Scheinkman and Xiong (2003) resale option theory investors update their beliefs 

by observing signals about asset values and trade occurs when investors’ valuations cross.3 Our 

finding that investors’ warrant purchases are explained by the realized returns on their own past 

warrant trades imposes structure on the resale option theory, because these results are consistent 

with the resale option theory only if investors’ belief updates are driven by the realized returns 

on their own past warrant trades.  One mechanism by which this might occur is that past trading 

success might make investors more overconfident in interpreting signals through biased positive 

self-attribution (Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam 1998).   

 To the extent that our results are consistent with both extrapolative theories and the resale 

option theory, they unify two theories that previously seemed distinct because there was no 

obvious connection between the belief updating in the resale option theory and the past returns 

that are central to extrapolative theories.  As indicated above, the finding that positive feedback 

trading works primarily through investors’ own past returns can be consistent with the 

Scheinkman and Xiong (2003) resale option theory.  This provides a connection between the 

extrapolation from past returns that is central to Barberis et al (2016) and the belief updating in 

the resale option theory.    

Our results about feedback trading differ from most of the literature showing that 

investors tend to buy stocks following strong recent performance (for example, Odean 1999, 

Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean 2007; and Barber, Odean, and Zhu 2009), because that literature 

generally considers publicly observed market returns rather than investors’ own returns.4   Our 

                                                            
3 This theory or the related model of Hong, Scheinkman and Xiong (2006) has found support in other data (Hong, 
Scheinkman and Xiong 2006, Hong and Stein 2007, and Mei, Scheinkman, and Xiong 2009).   
4 An exception is Strahilevitz, Odean, and Barber (2011), who find that an investor’s probability of repurchasing a 
stock on which he or she previously experience a gain is more than twice the probability of repurchasing a stock on 
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evidence about feedback trading is also different from the result in Xiong and Yu (2011) that 

warrant trading volume is related to publicly observable warrant returns over the previous few 

minutes.  

Our results about the entry of new investors are broadly consistent with the model of 

Barberis et al (2016), in which new investors enter after observing positive market returns.  

However, our results show that entry is explained by the positive parts of the returns of 

geographically proximate investors rather than returns computed from observed market prices.  

Our social contagion results are consistent with the resale option theory if potential new investors 

become more confident about their interpretations of signals after learning about the trading 

successes of other investors to whom they are socially connected.  Our finding that entry of new 

investors plays an important role in driving the bubble also opens up another possibility: in the 

context of the resale option theory, it might be that existing investors are obtaining information 

and speculating about the possible entry of new investors rather than about warrant fundamentals.  

Regardless, if our results are interpreted in the context of the resale option theory they place 

structure on that theory by delimiting the possible channels through which it might explain the 

bubble. 

Our findings correspond closely to the bubble process described by Shiller (1995, 2008, 

2014, 2015), in which a bubble is created by the interaction of a precipitating event and feedback 

trading that magnifies the impact of the event, and is then further exacerbated by social 

contagion that draws in new investors.  One difference between our findings and the Shiller 

feedback loop is that in Shiller’s writings it appears that positive feedback should work through 

observed market returns rather than investors’ own returns. 

Our results go well beyond those in Xiong and Yu (2011).   First, we find that the bubble 

would not have occurred but for the tax change, which is not recognized by Xiong and Yu (2011).  

Second, we find that feedback works primarily through investors’ own returns.  Third, we show 

that social contagion, which is not considered by Xiong and Yu (2011), was important in driving 

the bubble.  Fourth, we document how these three mechanisms interacted to create the 

bubblethey have not previously been shown to create a bubble.  Fifth, we put structure on the 

resale option theory:  if it is to explain the warrant bubble, it must be that the belief updating that 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
which he or she experienced a loss.  While their results are highly statistically significant, the difference in 
probabilities is less than 2%. 
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lies at the heart of the theory works through investors’ past returns. This potentially unifies the 

extrapolative and disagreement frameworks. Finally, we revisit the Xiong and Yu (2011) panel 

regressions that they use to provide support for the resale option theory and find that estimates of 

trading volume due to feedback and social contagion (together with a dummy for the 

precipitating event) explain the bubble and drive out the volume and volatility variables used by 

Xiong and Yu (2011).  This provides additional evidence that if the resale option theory explains 

the bubble it must work through feedback trading and social contagion and their interaction with 

the precipitating event.   Further, as indicated above the finding that feedback trading based on 

own returns and social contagion (together with the transaction tax dummy) explain warrant 

prices so well suggests that any theory that explains the put warrants bubble should work through 

these mechanisms.  

The next section of the paper provides some background about the put warrants and also 

describes the data we use, focusing on the brokerage account records.  Section 3 shows that a 

plausibly exogenous shock that precipitated the extreme phase of the bubble occurred on May 30, 

2007, and identifies the shock.  Section 4 presents the results about positive feedback trading, 

while Section 5 presents regression results showing that social contagion explains the entry of 

new investors.  Section 6 shows that estimates of the trading volume due to positive feedback 

trading and the number of new investors due to social contagion explain put warrant prices 

during the bubble, and Section 7 briefly concludes. 

2. Data Description and Summary Statistics 

2.1 Background  

The put warrants we study were created as part of the Chinese share structure reform 

initiated in 2005.  In this reform, non-tradable shares held by management, the state, or other 

state-owned enterprises were made tradable.  Because this was expected to adversely affect the 

prices of the tradeable shares held by investors, holders of non-tradable shares were required to 

compensate holders of tradable shares, usually with cash or additional shares.  In a few cases the 

compensation included warrants, leading to the creation of 36 call warrants and the 18 put 

warrants that we study.  The put warrants were issued between November 2005 and June 2007, 

had maturities of between six months and two years, and gave their holders the right to sell the 

issuing companies’ stocks at predetermined strike prices during specified exercise periods. In 

some cases additional warrants were subsequently issued by special purpose vehicles established 
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by financial institutions. 

The warrants were listed on either the Shanghai or Shenzhen stock exchanges, and traded 

like stocks, with the difference that a warrant could be sold on the same day it was purchased.  In 

contrast, a Chinese stock purchased on day t may not be sold until the next trading day t + 1, i.e. 

it must be held for at least one overnight period in a practice referred to as t + 1 settlement.  This 

difference from the trading of Chinese stocks enabled intraday speculative trading in the warrants 

and made it possible for the put warrants to have extremely high trading volumes, and they 

sometimes did. 

The 20062007 boom in Chinese stock prices caused most of the put warrants to be so 

far out of the money that they were almost certain to expire worthless. Despite this, the put 

warrants traded very actively at non-trivial prices, leading many to interpret the warrant trading 

as a speculative bubble, and Xiong and Yu (2011) build a compelling case that it was a bubble.5  

Their most compelling evidence is that some of the warrants at times traded at market prices 

greater than their strike prices, and that toward the end of their lives, some of the warrants traded 

at non-trivial prices even though they were certain to expire out-of-the money even if their 

underlying stocks traded limit down for every trading day until the warrants’ expiration dates. 

Xiong and Yu (2011) also show that many of the put warrants frequently traded at prices far in 

excess of estimates of their values computed using the Black-Scholes formula, and they argue 

that the put warrants bubble cannot be explained by traditional theories such as those due to 

Blanchard and Watson (1983), Allen and Gorton (1993), and Allen and Gale (2000).   

Due to Xiong and Yu (2011) one can be confident that the investor trades we study are 

bubble phenomenon and not some mixture of bubble behavior and rationally motivated trading 

based on fundamental information.  For example, because the prices of the put warrants cannot 

be rationalized in terms of fundamentals one can be confident that the relations between trades 

and lagged returns we estimate are not caused by rational learning or updating of beliefs about 

fundamental information.  In contrast, most other bubbles are controversial, with serious scholars 

offering arguments that they were not bubbles.  For example, Hall (2001), Pastór and Veronesi 

(2006), and Li and Xue (2009) argue that the run-up in the prices of technology stocks during 

                                                            
5 In addition to Xiong and Yu (2011), researchers who have interpreted the put warrant trading as a speculative 
bubble and/or provided evidence that the put warrants were overvalued include Liao, Li, Zhang, and Zhu (2010), 
Chang, Luo, Shi, and Zhang (2013), Powers and Xiao (2014),  and Liu, Zhang and Zhao (2016).  Gong, Pan and Shi 
(2016) provide evidence that the BaoGang call warrant was consistently overvalued. 
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19962000 can be explained by technology shocks and updating of beliefs about possible future 

technology shocks.  Garber (1989, 1990, 2000) offers explanations of the Dutch Tulipmania, the 

Mississippi Bubble, and South Sea Bubble in terms of fundamentals. 

2.2 Warrant and stock information 

We focus on the put warrants in which Xiong and Yu (2011) document the existence of a 

speculative asset price bubble.  Like Xiong and Yu (2011), we obtain the warrant daily price and 

volume, intraday price and volume, numbers of warrants issued, trading period, exercise period, 

strike price, and exercise ratio, from CSMAR.  We obtain daily and intra-day stock price and 

trading volumes from the same source. We also checked some of the CSMAR data by obtaining 

data from a different Chinese financial data vendor, RESSET.   Panels A and B of Table 1 

provide some information about the put warrants, include the beginning and end of their trading 

periods, their terms, and their average prices, daily turnover, and daily trading volume. 

2.3 Brokerage account data 

The main data we use are the trading records of a large set of investors who traded the put 

warrants. We obtain these data from a comprehensive set of brokerage account records from a 

securities firm in the People's Republic of China.  The brokerage account records come from a 

total of 42 branch offices located in 17 different regions across China where a “region” can be 

either a province (e.g., Fujian), a municipality (e.g., Shanghai), or autonomous region (e.g., 

Xinjiang). Some of the brokerage customers traded the put warrants, among other securities, and 

we analyze the records of the put warrant trades.  

In China, individuals are restricted to have only one brokerage account, and are required 

to present their national identity cards when opening a brokerage account.  This on its face would 

seem to rule out having multiple brokerage accounts.  However, it is possible for one individual 

to control multiple brokerage accounts by gathering identity cards from friends or neighbors and 

opening brokerage accounts in their names. To address this, we combine the records from 

brokerage accounts that share the same “funding account,” which is an internal securities firm 

code that links a single individual to one or more brokerage accounts. Therefore, the unit of our 

analysis is the funding account, and multiple brokerage accounts linking to the same funding 

account are treated as a single investor. 

We identify a total of 5,692,241 put warrant trades from November 23, 2005, the date 
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when the first put warrant was listed, to December 31, 2009, the end of the data.6  There were 

81,811 investors who traded put warrants, consisting of 80,089 individual investors and 1,722 

institutional investors.  These “institutional investors” are not large financial institutions such as 

mutual funds, as large institutional investors typically have direct access to the exchanges and do 

not trade through brokerage firms.  Many and perhaps most of the institutional investors in the 

brokerage firm data are likely to be privately held companies. 

Many investors held and traded more than one warrant at the same time.  Investors traded 

an average of 4.9 different warrants.  Individuals who traded the put warrants executed a total of 

69.3 purchase transactions, on average, lower than the institutional investors’ average of 79.8.  

In some analyses we explore whether the returns on investors’ past transactions explain 

subsequent warrant purchases.  For example, if an investor experiences a gain from previous 

trading, the probability that the investor reenters the market might be higher.  But in actual data, 

an investor might use multiple buys to build up a position, and then liquidate the position using 

multiple sell orders.  This raises the issue of how to treat sets of transactions in which multiple 

buys or sells are used to build up or liquidate a position.  A similar issue arises in empirical 

analyses of the disposition effect. 

We resolve this issue by introducing a notion of a transaction cycle. Starting from a 

holding of zero units of warrant k, a transaction cycle begins with a purchase of some non-zero 

amount of warrant k.  It then continues through possibly multiple purchases and sales, until the 

investor’s position in warrant k returns to zero.  This ends a single transaction cycle, which we 

treat as a single transaction.  The length of the transaction cycle is the time elapsed from the first 

purchase that begins the cycle to the last sale that ends it. In the case that investors open and 

close positions on warrant k more than once within the same day, we treat these transactions as a 

single cycle. The rationale for this treatment is that we want to study the impact of an exogenous 

shock on investors’ positive feedback trading, which is an important mechanism in Shiller’s 

theory, and at times we use date fixed effects to capture the effect of the shock. Therefore, we 

group together multiple transactions within a single day.  

 The return to a transaction cycle is the weighted sum of the sale prices, weighted by the 

quantities sold in the various sells, divided by the weighted sum of the purchase prices, where the 

                                                            
6 Trading records from February 28, 2008 are missing from our dataset.  This impacts only one of the put warrants 
we study, as all but one of the put warrants had expired by this date. 
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weights are the quantities purchased in the various buys, minus one.  

We define a new investor in warrant k on date t as one who executes his or her first trade 

in warrant k on date t.  We define a reentry investor in warrant k on date t as one who trades in 

warrant k before date t and opens a new transaction cycle on date t.  Panel C in Table 1 reports 

the numbers of investors trading each of the 18 put warrants and the average length of the 

transaction cycles. The majority of transaction cycles are completed ones and there are only a 

small portion of uncompleted cycles, which occur when investors open a position and hold it 

until the warrant expiration day or the last date in our dataset. 

3.  The May 30, 2007 Precipitating Event  

 Of the18 put warrants, 12 expired prior to May 30, 2007 and one was issued in June 2007, 

leaving five that were trading on May 30, 2007.  Panels A-E of Figure 1 show the daily closing 

prices (black line, right-hand axis) and turnover (dashed blue line, left-hand axis) of these five 

warrants for a six-month period roughly centered on May 30, 2007, that is the months March 

through August, 2007.   The five panels clearly show that turnover increased remarkably on May 

30.  For the five warrants, the ratios of the turnover on May 30 to the turnover on May 29 are 

19.11, 12.72, 11.70, 3.47, and 14.70.  The average of these five ratios is 12.34, that is on average 

there was a more than 12-fold increase in turnover on May 30, 2007.  The visual impression is of 

discontinuous changes on that date. Turnover remained high after May 30; while the turnovers of 

the Hualing, Wuliang, and Zhongji put warrants declined from their peaks in early June, the 

turnovers remained above the levels prior to May 30.  Jiafei’s turnover drops through the middle 

of June and then picks up again prior to the last trading date of June 22, 2007, at which point the 

series ends.  Zhaohang’s turnover generally declines until the middle of August, at which point it 

increases again prior to the last trading date of August 24, 2007.   For all five warrants turnover 

was much more variable after May 30 than it was prior to May 30. 

 Prices of all five warrants were reasonably stable prior to May 30, 2007, rose sharply for 

a few days starting on May 30, and were highly volatile after May 30.  The prices of Hualing, 

Wuliang, and Zhongji declined from the middle of June through early July and then rebounded 

somewhat, always remaining well above their prices prior to May 30. 

 Panels A-E of Figure 2 use the brokerage account data to show that both new and 

returning investors increased their trading on May 30, 2007.  Specifically, each panel shows the 

daily closing price (black line, right-hand axis), the number of new investors on each date 
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(dashed blue line, left-hand axis), and the number of returning investors on each date (dotted red 

line, left-hand axis).  A new investor in warrant k on date t is one who has not previously traded 

warrant k, while a returning investor is one who has previously traded warrant k.  The five panels 

show that for all five put warrants the numbers of both new and returning investors jumped 

sharply on May 30.  Similar to the changes in turnover shown in Figure I, the visual impression 

is of discontinuous changes.7   

Table 2 provides additional evidence to verify that the bubble was more pronounced after 

May 30, 2007 than before. The three panels report several statistics related to the severity of the 

bubble for three different combinations of warrants and time periods.  The statistics are the 

average and maximum daily turnover; the average and maximum bubble size, where the bubble 

size is the difference between the warrant closing price and an estimate of the warrant 

fundamental value computed using the Black-Scholes formula, and the average and maximum 

volatility computed from intra-day five minute returns.  Panel A reports these statistics for the 12 

warrants that expired before May 30, 2007, Panel B reports them for the period prior to May 30 

for the five warrants that traded both before and after May 30, and Panel C reports them for the 

period on and after May 30 for the five warrants that traded both before and after May 30 and a 

sixth warrant (Nanhang) that was issued in June 2007.  

 Comparison of the results in the Panels A and B of Table 2 to those in Panel C show that 

the bubble was much more pronounced after May 30, 2007 than before.  The average bubble 

sizes in Panel A for the 12 warrants that expired before May 30 range from 0.113 yuan 

(Huchang) to 0.606 yuan (Haier), and the average bubble size in Panel B for the five warrants 

that traded both before and after May 30, 2007 during the period before May 30 ranged from 

0.129 yuan (Hualing) to 1.188 yuan (Jiafei).  In contrast, in Panel C the average bubble size after 

May 30 ranged from 0.948 yuan (Zhaohan) to 3.410 yuan (Jiafei).    The average daily turnover 

and volatility are also much greater after May 30 than before.   

Something important happened on May 30, 2007.  The more than 12-fold increase in 

turnover on May 30, and the jump in the purchases by both new and returning investors, pin 

down the date exactly.  The fact that put warrant trading volume and volatility were high starting 
                                                            
7 Sections 4 and 5 below report the results of various regression models that provide evidence of both positive 
feedback trading and social contagion. The date fixed effects in these regression models are large and significant 
starting on May 30, 2007.  This provides additional evidence of an important event on May 30, controlling for the 
impact of other covariates. 
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from the opening of trading on May 30 indicates that the precipitating event happened sometime 

between the close of trading on May 29 and the opening on May 30.  What happened before the 

opening of trading on May 30? 

Prior to May 30, 2007, a stock transaction tax of 0.1% of the value of the shares 

transacted was imposed on each side of a stock transaction, for a total tax of 0.2%.  Warrants 

were exempt from the tax and also exempt from the requirement that a stock be held for at least 

one overnight period, making them attractive to investors interested in short-term speculation.   

The Chinese regulatory authorities had become concerned about the 2006-2007 boom in stock 

prices, and there were rumors that they would attempt to dampen the boom by increasing the 

transaction tax.  At about midnight on May 30 the Ministry of Finance announced a tripling of 

the transaction tax to 0.3% of the value transacted on each side of a transaction, for a total of 

0.6%, effective immediately at the opening of trading on May 30.8   

 The transaction tax was clearly important for the stock market.  It had an immediate and 

substantial negative impact, with the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock indexes falling by 6.15% and 

5.78%, respectively, on May 30.  It may have brought attention to the put warrants, because at 

the time they were the only instruments with payoffs negatively related to stock prices that were 

available for trading.   However, it did not have any material impact on the put warrants’ 

fundamental values.  The warrants were so far out of the money on May 29 that any plausible 

estimates of the Black-Scholes fundamental values of the put warrants were still close to zero 

even after the May 30 decline in stock prices.  Further, the tax change did not directly impact the 

warrants, as the transaction tax on warrant trades was always zero. But the increase in the tax on 

stock trades increased the relative attractiveness of the warrants for short term speculation, 

because they (along with the call warrants) were the only listed financial instruments that were 

exempt from the tax.  The seemingly discontinuous change in trading and turnover on May 30, 

2007, combined with the lack of other market news relevant to the put warrants, makes it clear 

that this was the precipitating event that caused the extreme phase of the put warrants bubble. 

The fact that there was no change in the transaction tax on warrant trades is consistent with 

                                                            
8 See http://www.mof.gov.cn/zhengwuxinxi/caizhengxinwen/200805/t20080519_26343.html (website of the 
Ministry of Finance). 
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Shiller's (2015) argument that the precipitating event need not be related to the fundamentals of 

the asset in which it triggers a bubble.9     

 Despite the fact that the tax change did not materially impact the warrants’ fundamental 

values, the combination of dramatic warrant price increases on the same date as a precipitous 

decline in Chinese stock prices and the fact that the put warrants were the only financial 

instruments with payoffs negatively related to stock prices might suggest the hypothesis that 

investors were willing to pay high prices for the warrants to insure against the tail risk of a very 

large stock price decline.  While Xiong and Yu (2011; pp. 2739-2740) have already considered 

and rejected this hypothesis, our brokerage account data allow us to bring additional evidence to 

bear.  The investors who held put warrants also held the warrants’ underlying stocks for less than 

___ of the combinations of investor, warrant, and date, eliminating the possibility that more than 

a small fraction of the warrant investors held the warrants to hedge their underlying stocks.   In 

addition, Table 3 shows that the warrant holding periods were generally short: 50% were less 

than or equal to one hour, 75% were less than or equal to one day, and almost 97% less than or 

equal to 20 days. The short holding periods eliminate the possibility that investors bought and 

held the warrants as long-term hedges against declines in either the prices of their underlying 

stock or the overall stock market.  It also is difficult to argue that investors traded the warrants to 

hedge short-term stock price changes. Using pooled return data from after May 30, 2007 we find 

that the correlation between warrant and stock returns was -0.048 and not statistically 

significantly different from zero. 10 The correlations between the warrant returns and percentage 

changes in the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market indexes were __ and __, and also not 

statistically significantly different from zero. With such small correlations, the warrants could 

have been useful hedges of short-term fluctuations in stock prices.  

 

                                                            
9 For example, Shiller argues that the “spectacular U.S. corporate earnings growth” in 1994, 1995, and 1996 was a 
precipitating factor for the 1996-2000 technology bubble even though the earnings growth “in fact had little to do 
with the internet” and “it could not have been the Internet that caused the growth in profits [because] the fledgling 
Internet companies were not making much of a profit yet” (Shiller 2015, p. 42).   Similarly, some of the other 
technology bubble precipitating factors that Shiller cites, for example the growth in media reporting of business 
news, the expansion of defined contribution pension plans, and the growth in mutual funds were not directly related 
to the fundamentals of technology companies. 
10 Xiong and Yu (2011; p. 2724 ) also point out that the correlation between warrant and stock returns was small and 
insignificant, making it “difficult to argue that investors traded these warrants to hedge daily fluctuations of the 
underlying stocks.” 
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4 Do Feedback Trading and Social Contagion Explain Put Warrant Prices During the 

Bubble? 

We provide the main evidence that investors’ trading volume that is due to their own past 

returns and social contagion explain put warrant prices during the bubble by revisiting the panel 

regressions that Xiong and Yu (2011) use to provide support for the resale option theory.  

Specifically, we include testimates of buying due to feedback trading and social contagion as 

additional covariates to explain prices, and find that the estimates of buying due to feedback 

trading and social contagion explain put warrant prices. Once we include them (along with a 

transaction tax dummy), the measures of trading volume and volatility no longer explain put 

warrant prices.  We also go further and show that estimates of feedback trading and social 

contagion explain trading volume during the bubble.  [and other covariates do not?] 

For each of the 18 put warrants, Xiong and Yu (2011) determine a zero-fundamental 

period in which either an estimate of the fundamental value of the warrants computed using the 

Black-Scholes formula and historical volatility is less than ¥0.005, or, for the cash settled 

Nanhang warrant, the settlement price will exceed the strike price even if the stock trades limit 

down every day until the expiration date.  Using data from the zero-fundamental period, they 

estimate unbalanced panel regressions in which they regress the daily warrant prices (which 

measure the bubble size as the fundamental value is nearly zero) on turnover, an estimate of the 

daily volatility computed from 5-minute intraday returns, the warrant float, and remaining time-

to-maturity fixed effects, and obtain positive coefficients on turnover and volatility and a 

negative coefficient on float.  The resale option theory of Scheinkman and Xiong (2003) predicts 

positive coefficients on turnover and volatility, and Xiong and Yu (2011) interpret their panel 

regression results as supportive of that theory. 

 Columns (1)-(4) of Table 4 Panel A replicate the panel regression results reported in the 

corresponding columns of Xiong and Yu (2011) Table 5. The t-statistics are based on standard 

errors clustered by date, as in Xiong and Yu (2011).  The first three columns each report the 

results of regressions that include the variables Turnover, Volatility, and Float one at a time, 

while column (4) presents the results of a specification that includes all three variables.    For 

completeness, columns (5) and (6) of Panel A report the results of specifications that include two 

right-hand side variables at a time and are not in Xiong and Yu (2011).   The coefficient point 
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estimates and t-statistics in columns (1)-(4) of Panel A are very similar, but not quite identical, to 

those reported in the corresponding columns of Xiong and Yu (2011) Table 5. 

Panel B reports the results of the same set of regression models but also adding a 

transaction tax dummy variable (TransactionTax) that is equal to one for May 30, 2007 and later 

dates and equal to zero for dates before May 30. The results in Panel B for the regression 

specifications that include the dummy variable are quite different than those in Panel A that do 

not.  In the specification that includes Turnover by itself (without Volatility or Float) the point 

estimate of the coefficient on Turnover is now negative, though not significantly different from 

zero, in contrast to the positive coefficient in Panel A.  In the specification that includes all three 

variables Turnover is significantly negatively related to the warrant price, whereas the relation in 

Panel A was positive.  Volatility remains significantly positively related to the size of the put 

warrants bubble, consistent with the resale option theory, though the point estimates are smaller 

than in Panel A. 11  The coefficient on Float is always negative and highly significant, which is 

unsurprising since most theories of security valuation would imply that price is decreasing in 

security supply. The coefficient on the transaction tax dummy is positive and significant in all 

specifications, consistent with our earlier claim that the tripling of the transaction tax was an 

important event. 

   We hypothesize that feedback trading and social contagion explain the size of the bubble.  

To test this hypothesis, we include estimates of the trading volume due to feedback trading and 

the trading volume of new investors due to social contagion as additional covariates in the panel 

regressions.  The measure of positive feedback trading for warrant k on date t consists of the 

estimates of trading due to positive feedback constructed in Section 4 based on the hazard rate 

regressions, but now scaled by the number of warrants outstanding on date t.  The measure of the 

trading volume of new investors due to social contagion for warrant k on date t consists of the 

estimate of such volume constructed in Section 5, again now scaled by the number of warrants 

outstanding on each date t.    

Table 5 reports the results of various panel regressions that include either one or both of 

these two new variables, called FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume, respectively. The 

                                                            
11 In untabulated results we add date fixed effects to the regressions instead of the transaction tax dummy variable. 
The calendar date fixed effects show a pronounced change around May 30, and the change in the significance of 
Turnover and Volatility is similar to that shown in Panel B of Table 6. 
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coefficient on FeedbackVolume, which is the measure of buying due to positive feedback, is 

positive and significant in every specification in which it appears.  The coefficient on the 

variable SocialContagionVolume, which is the estimate of the buying of new investors drawn in 

by social contagion, is positive and highly significant in four of the six specifications in which it 

appears.  The coefficient is insignificant (but still positive) in the other two specifications that 

also include both FeedbackVolume and Turnover (columns (7) and (9)). One reason why our 

results for SocialContagionVolume are weaker than those for FeedbackVolume is that our 

location proxy, trading at the same branch office, is crude, causing our estimates of social 

contagion volume to be of lower quality than our estimates of feedback trading volume. A 

second source of error is that we estimate the trade size of each new investor using the average 

trade size of new investors in that warrant rather than the investors’ previous trade size, because 

for a new investor there are no previous trades.  Once we include the two new variables 

FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume in the regression specifications the estimated 

coefficients on Turnover and Volatility become either insignificant or significantly negatively 

related to the bubble size. 

We emphasize that our panel regressions are very successful in explaining warrant prices.  

Across the specifications that include FeedbackVolume (along with the transaction tax dummy), 

the lowest adjusted R2 is 0.695, and the highest is 0.732.  These good fits are not driven by the 

time to maturity fixed effects.  When we omit the time to maturity fixed effects, in untabulated 

results we find that the adjusted R2’s in the specifications that include FeedbackVolume are 

almost as large, ranging from 0.630 to 0.703.  For comparison, the maximal adjusted R2 in the 

Xiong and Yu (2011) panel regressions replicated in Table 6 is 0.332.  When we omit the time to 

maturity fixed effect the adjusted R2 in this specification falls to 0.069, and the maximal adjusted 

R2 across all Xiong and Yu (2011) specifications that do not include time to maturity fixed 

effects is 0.081.   Thus, our panel regressions are much more successful in explaining warrant 

prices than the Xiong and Yu (2011) specifications. 

The increase in the adjusted R2 when the transaction tax dummy is added in Table 4 

Panel B might suggest that the large R2’s in Table 5 are due to the transaction tax dummy, and 

not because FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume explain put warrant prices.  We 

address this potential concern by estimating the panel regressions in Table 5 using data from 

before May 30, 2007 and from on or after that date. The results reported in Table 6 [previously 9] 
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show that  FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume explain prices with high adjusted R2 in 

both periods.  Before May 30, 2007, the adjusted R2’s are either 0.993 or 0.994, while after May 

30, 2007 the adjusted R2’s in the specifications that include FeedbackVolume are 0.717.  [Need 

to estimate specifications that do not include turnover and vol, and quote the R2’s from those; do 

we want to estimate these models without time-to-maturity fixed effects?]  Thus, it is clear that 

FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume successfully explain warrant prices. 

The success of FeedbackVolume, and secondarily SocialContagionVolume, in explaining 

the bubble implies that if the resale option theory is to explain the bubble it must somehow work 

through positive feedback trading based on investors’ own returns and secondarily through social 

contagion.  In fact, our results suggest that any theory that explains the Chinese put warrants 

bubble must work through these two mechanisms, together with the precipitating event.  

Recognizing that our social contagion proxy is crude and that the aggregation to the daily level 

involves some loss of information, the adjusted R2’s of approximately 0.7 seem high and leave 

little room for other mechanisms to explain warrant prices.   

Speculative bubbles also typically feature high turnover.  Table 7 presents the results of a 

set of panel regressions that use FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume to explain 

turnover.   

6.1 Dynamics of feedback and social contagion volume and put warrant prices around the May 

30, 2007 tax change 

For each of the five warrants that were trading on May 30, 2007, Figures 5 and 6 

discussed above display estimates of the volume due to feedback trading and social contagion 

during a four month window surrounding the May 30, 2007 precipitating event.  The hypothesis 

that these two mechanisms are important in driving the bubble predicts that the sum of these two 

volume estimates should be correlated with put warrant prices. The five panels of Figure 7 show 

the sum of these two volume estimates (dashed line, left axis), along with the put warrant prices 

(solid line, right axis) for each of the five warrants.  The five panels reveal striking similarities 

between the time patterns of the volume estimates and the put warrant prices.  For example, for 

Hualing the peaks of both the price and volume series are achieved on June 15, both series 

achieve local minima on June 20, and both reach local maxima on either June 25 or June 26.  

Wuliang, Zhongli, and Zhaohang display similar patterns.  Jiafei differs from the other four 

warrants because its last trading date is June 22, but the price and estimated volume series for 
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Jiafei are nonetheless strikingly similar to each other. For example, the maxima are on either 

May 31 or June 1, and both series achieve local minima on either June 5 or June 6.  

Examining Figure 7, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that feedback trading and 

social contagion played an important role in the put warrants bubble. 

4 Positive Feedback Trading 

We next explore whether past returns explain subsequent purchase of warrant k by an 

existing investor who has previously completed at least one transaction cycle in warrant k.  In 

doing this, we consider both publicly observed market returns and the (not publicly observed) 

returns on the investors’ own past warrant trades.  Specifically, we estimate Cox proportional 

hazard models of the probability of a subsequent purchase of warrant k by an existing investor 

who has previously completed at least one transaction cycle in warrant k, that is we model the 

reentry of investors into warrant k. The covariates of main interest are the investor’s returns on 

his or her previous purchases of warrant k, and, to allow for a discontinuity at a return of zero, 

dummy variables that take the value one if the investor’s return was positive.  We are also 

interested in the impact of publicly observed market returns.  We use a proportional hazards 

model because its specification takes account of the time that has elapsed since an investor 

completed the last transaction cycle. Specifically, consider an investor A who had a large positive 

return yesterday and another investor B who had a large positive return three months ago but has 

not traded since that time.  Investor A is more likely to trade on date t than investor B, who has 

probably left the warrant market. 

The proportional hazards model specifies that , , , the hazard function of starting a new 

transaction cycle for existing investor i in warrant k at day t, 	 trading days after the end of the 

investor’s last transaction cycle, takes the form   

, ,
, , ,                               (1) 

where  is the baseline hazard rate and , ,  is a vector of covariates that proportionally shift 

the baseline hazard. For investors who have previously completed one transactions cycle , ,  

is given by 

, , 1 1 , , 2 I 1 , , 0  

, Controls  ,   (2) 

where 1 , ,  is the return of the most recent transaction cycle of investor i in warrant 
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k before date t and WarrantReturnk,t1 is the lagged close-to-close warrant return from date.  The 

dummy variable I 1 , , 0  takes the value one if 1 , , 0, and 

otherwise is zero; it allows for the possibility of a discontinuity at a return of zero. The variables 

,  and  are time to maturity, warrant, and date fixed effects, respectively.   

The control variables include two lags of Turnoverk,t, the market trading volume in 

warrant k on date t divided by number of warrants outstanding on date t, and one lag of 

AdjustedFundamentalk,t, which is an estimate of the fundamental value of warrant k on date t 

computed as  

,
	 , 	

	 ,
/ , . 

We use the adjusted fundamental value rather than the Black-Scholes value because we 

hypothesize that investors should be more sensitive to the difference between the underlying 

stock price and the strike price when making an investment decision in warrant k than the 

warrant’s Black-Scholes value, which is less accessible to investors.  

 The model also includes both remaining time to maturity and date fixed effects.  The 

results in the previous section indicate that date fixed effects are important around and shortly 

after May 30, 2007; we include them for all dates to allow for the possibility that they are 

important on other dates as well. Time to maturity fixed effects are included because, as noted by 

Xiong and Yu (2011), warrant turnover tends to increase as the maturity date approaches, which 

suggests that hazard rates become larger as the maturity date approaches.   The warrant fixed 

effects allow for the possibility that hazard rates differ across warrants for reasons that are not 

captured by the other variables.  

We are interested in whether the coefficient  on the return on the investor’s previous 

transaction cycle and the coefficient 2 on the dummy variable for a positive transaction cycle 

return are positive.  We are also interested in the coefficient 3 on the lagged market returns. 

The specification for investors who have previously completed two or more cycles is 

similar to the one-cycle model, except that we add the variables 2 , ,  and 

I( 2 , , 0) to the model to capture the effect of the returns on the earlier transaction 

cycles, where 2 , ,  is the average return of the transaction cycles of investor i in 

warrant k prior to the most recent transaction cycle before date t.  At the same time we include 

the second lag of the close-to-close warrant return, WarrantReturnk,t2. 
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We estimate the models using the partial likelihood method (Cox 1972). The estimation 

results are reported in Table 3, and show that positive returns on previous transaction cycles 

predict higher probabilities that investors open a new transaction cycles for both versions of the 

model.  The coefficients on ReturnLag1 are large and highly significant, with p-values less 

0.0001.  The coefficient on ReturnLag2 in the second model is smaller, as expected, and highly 

significant, with a p-value less than 0.0001 as well.  Additionally, the estimated coefficient 2 on 

the dummy variable for a positive return is large and highly significant, indicating that  a warrant 

investor is more likely to return to the market if his or her previous warrant return was positive. 

Taking account of the different magnitudes of the right-hand side variables ReturnLag1 and 

I(ReturnLag1)  (ReturnLag1 is a return that is typically much smaller than one while  

I(ReturnLag1) takes the value zero or one), the impact of I(ReturnLag1) is more important than 

that of ReturnLag1. 

The estimated coefficients on the lagged close-to-close return WarrantReturnk,t1 are 

positive and significant, but much smaller than the coefficients on ReturnLag1.  The estimated 

coefficient on WarrantReturnk,t2 is actually negative in the specification that includes this 

variable.  Recognizing that I(ReturnLag1)  is more important than ReturnLag1, the result that the 

coefficients on WarrantReturnk,t1  are much smaller than those on ReturnLag1 implies that 

investors’ own returns are much more important than observed market returns in determining the 

probability of future warrant purchases.   

The finding that past returns explain investor warrant purchases is broadly consistent with 

extrapolative theories such as Barberis et al (2016).  However, in that model investors’ trading 

decisions are based on publicly observed market returns.  In contrast, the results show that 

warrant purchases by investors who have previously traded warrants are primarily explained by 

the realized returns on their own past warrant trades, and only secondarily by observed market 

returns. 

 To what extent are these results consistent with the resale option theory?  For the results 

to be consistent with that theory, it must be that the belief updates that lead investors to trade are 

driven by the investors’ realized returns on their own past warrant trades.  One mechanism by 

which this might occur is if investors’ past trading success makes them more overconfident 

through biased positive self-attribution: in the context of the resale option theory it might change 

the weight  that investors place on signals in updating their beliefs, causing larger updates in 
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beliefs and more trading.  While this interpretation involves stepping outside the Scheinkman 

and Xiong (2003) model because the parameter  is constant in the model, it seems consistent 

with the economic intuition captured by the model.  

Figure 3 plots the calendar date fixed effects for a four-month window approximately 

centered on May 30, 2007.  One can see an obvious jump on May 30, capturing the direct effect 

of the increased transaction tax on existing investors’ reentry into the warrant market.  This is 

consistent with the conclusion in the preceding section that the tripling of the stock transaction 

tax had an important effect on the warrant market. 

The immediate large increase in warrant prices on May 30, 2007 due to the transaction tax, 

combined with the positive coefficients on returns in the hazard rate model, suggest that positive 

feedback trading might have been important during the days following May 30.  To explore this 

further, for each trading date t we calculate the fitted investor reentry probability in warrant k on 

date t as 

, , 1 exp exp , , .                      (3) 

We then set the lagged return variables	 1 , , ,	 1 , , 0 ,	

2 , , ,	and	 2 , , 0 	to zero and recalculate the reentry probability 

using equation (3), calling the result , , . The difference , , , ,  is the part of the reentry 

probability that is due to positive feedback from own returns.  Letting kiQ , be the average trade 

size of investor i in warrant k in the previous cycles, the product , ,  , , ,  measures the 

effect of positive feedback from own returns on the trading volume of investor i in warrant k on 

date t. Then for each of the five warrants, on each trading date, we sum the terms , ,  

, , , 	over all existing one-cycle investors i, yielding an estimate of the total trading volume 

of one-cycle investors that is due to positive feedback.  The five time series, along with the 

corresponding quantities for the two-cycle investors which we compute in a similar way, are 

plotted in Figure 4.  One can see clearly that the effect of positive feedback becomes important 

starting from May 30, 2007.  Comparing Figure 4 to Figures 1 and 2, one can also see that the 

period when positive feedback trading was important is exactly the period of the bubble.  

 It is natural, and tempting, to conclude that the interaction of feedback trading from own 

returns and the May 30 precipitating event was important in driving the bubble.  Before we draw 

this conclusion, we must verify that feedback trading also existed prior to May 30, 2007.    Table 
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4 verifies that it did.  In fact, the coefficients on the variables ReturnLag1i,k,t1 and 

ReturnLag1i,k,t2 in the two specifications in Table 4 are larger than the corresponding coefficients 

in Table 3.  (The coefficient on the indicator variable I(ReturnLag1i,k,t1 > 0) are smaller in Table 

4 than in Table 3.) Also, the coefficients on the publicly observed market warrant returns 

WarrantReturnk,t1 and WarrantReturnk,t2  remain small.  These results show that feedback 

trading always existed, and it was the interaction of feedback trading and the May 30 tax change 

that was important in driving the bubble. 

5.  Social Contagion 

Recently, Shive (2010) and Kaustia and Knüpfer (2012) have used Finnish data to study 

the effect of social contagion on purchases of individual stocks and the decision to enter the 

stock market, respectively, suggesting that the same phenomenon might also explain warrant 

purchases.  Shiller, sometimes with coauthors, also emphasizes the role of social contagion in 

speculative bubbles (Shiller 1990, 2015; Akerlof and Shiller 2009; Case and Shiller 1988, 2003; 

Shiller, Fisher, and Friedman 1984).12   

Kaustia and Knüpfer (2012) focus on distinguishing between two plausible channels by 

which stock market outcomes of peers might influence individuals’ entry decisions.  In the first 

channel, individuals might use peer outcomes to update beliefs about long-term fundamentals, 

such as the equity premium.  In the second channel, people cannot directly observe peer 

outcomes and rely on “word of mouth” verbal accounts and possibly other indirect information.  

Such verbal accounts are likely to be biased toward reporting positive outcomes, as investors are 

unlikely to benefit from discussing their negative outcomes with their peers.  As Kaustia and 

Knüpfer (2012) discuss, investors might enjoy discussing their positive stock market experiences 

more than their negative ones. Second, appearing to be a competent investor might carry private 

benefits. Third, various theories in psychology predict that people have self-serving biases in 

recalling and interpreting the factors involved in their successes and failures. To the extent such 

selective reporting exists, peer outcomes will have a stronger influence on the entry of new 

investors when the outcomes have been better. 

                                                            
12 For example, Shiller (2015; Chapter 10) asserts that after millions of years of evolution word of mouth 
communication and its importance are “hard-wired into our brains.”  He argues that people do not give other sources 
of information the same emotional weight, and cannot remember or use information from these other sources as 
well.  Relatedly, Shiller (2010; p. 41) claims that “…the single most important element to be reckoned in 
understanding … any … speculative boom is the social contagion of boom thinking.” 
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Kaustia and Knüpfer (2012) distinguish between the two channels by estimating panel 

regression models explaining the entry of new investors in which the key variables of interest are 

transformations of the previous month’s average return experienced by investors in the same 

postal code, as other investors sharing an investor’s postal code are those most likely to interact 

with and influence the entry decision of an investor.  Kaustia and Knüpfer (2012) find that the 

lagged average return affects entry decisions when it is positive, but it unrelated to entry 

decisions when it is negative.  This is consistent with selective reporting and peer returns 

affecting entry via word of mouth communication. 

 We also look for evidence of social contagion by estimating panel regression models that 

explain the entry of new investors in the warrant market.  An investor who trades warrant k on 

date t is considered a new investor in warrant k on date t if date t is the first day that he or she 

trades warrant k. The unit of observation is branch-warrant-day.  Similar to Kaustia and Knüpfer 

(2012), in our regression models the key variables of interest are transformations of the past 

returns of other local investors, though in our case the other local investors are those who trade 

through the same brokerage firm branch office rather than those who share the same postal code. 

A potential warrant investor is more likely to have social interactions and word-of-mouth 

communication with other investors who trade using the same branch office, as two investors 

trading at the same branch office are more likely to live and/or work near each other than are two 

investors trading through different branch offices.  In larger cities in which the brokerage firm 

has multiple branch offices trading through the same branch office is a proxy for living and/or 

working in the same or a nearby district.  In smaller cities in which the brokerage firm has only 

one branch office trading through the same branch office is a proxy for living and working in the 

same city. 

For each branch-warrant-day in the dataset we construct two variables 

BranchAveragePosReturnjkt and BranchAverageNegReturnjkt, which are the averages of the 

positive and negative parts of the returns of the branch j investors who have positions in warrant 

k on date t, respectively.  As discussed above the motivation for these two variables is that social 

contagion effects via word-of-mouth communication are likely to be stronger if other branch j 

investors have experienced positive returns in warrant k, because investors are more likely to 

discuss their past investment successes with their friends and colleagues than their past failures.  

In contrast, the performance of investors who trade at other branches is less likely to affect the 
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entry of branch j investors into the warrant market.  

To compute the variables BranchAveragePosReturnjkt and BranchAverageNegReturnjkt we 

consider the trades and positions of all branch j investors who either traded or held warrant k on 

day t.  For each such investor i in warrant k on date t, we first compute Xikt, equal to the sum of: 

(a) the value of the position in warrant k held by investor i at the close of trading on day t1, 

where the value is the product of the t1 closing price and the number of warrants held; and (b) 

the value of all warrants purchased during day t, where the value is the product of the purchase 

price and the quantity.  Second, we compute Yikt, equal to the sum of: (c) the value of the position 

in warrant k that investor i held at the close of trading on day t, where the value is the product of 

the day t closing price and the number of warrants held; and (d) the value of the warrants sold 

during day t, where the value is the product of the sale price and the number of warrants sold.  

The day t return for the investor i in warrant k is then defined as rikt = Yikt/Xikt  1.  The branch j 

warrant k day t variable BranchAveragePosReturnjkt (BranchAverageNegReturnjkt) is then the 

average of the positive parts max[rikt,0] (the negative parts min[rikt,0]) over the branch j investors 

that either traded or held put warrant k on day t.   

We include up to two lags of the variables in the regression specifications, that is we 

explain the number of new investors on date t using the variables for dates t 1 and t 2.  We 

expect to obtain positive coefficient estimates on the first lag of the variable 

BranchAveragePosReturnjkt, and non-negative coefficients on the second lag when it is included, 

and we expect the estimated coefficient on the lags of  BranchAverageNegReturnjkt to be smaller 

than the coefficients on the same lags of BranchAveragePosReturnjkt. .   

We also include a number of control variables.  These are lags of the number of new 

investors at branch j in warrant k, NewBranchInvestorsjkt, lags of the number of investors at 

branch j that either traded or held warrant k on date t, BranchInvestorsjkt, lags of the positive and 

negative parts of the market close-to-close warrant return, WarrentPosReturnjkt = 

max[WarrantReturnkt,0] and WarrentNegReturnjkt = min[WarrantReturnkt,0], lags of the turnover 

ratio Turnoverkt, defined as market trading volume divided by number of warrants outstanding, 

and lags of BrokerageNewInvestorskt, defined as the sum across branch offices of the number of 

new investors in warrant k on date t.    

The panel regressions include either one or two lags of the variables. All specifications 

are estimated with time to maturity, calendar date, warrant, and branch fixed effects. 
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Below we find that the first lag of the social contagion proxy BranchAveragePosReturnjkt 

is significantly and positively related to the entry of new warrant investors.  Our panel regression 

design and the controls we include rule out alternative mechanisms based on reverse causality 

and common unobservables that might explain the relations between the branch-level average 

positive part of warrant returns and entry of new investors that we find. First, consider reverse 

causality—the possibility that initial purchases of warrant k causes existing warrant k investors 

trading through branch j to experience higher returns via “price pressure” on warrant k. While 

this mechanism might affect the contemporaneous relation between entry and returns, it does not 

explain the relation between lagged returns and entry. Thus, this mechanism cannot explain our 

results.  Moreover, to the extent that investors anticipate future price pressure due to the entry of 

new investors, this implies that the entry of new investors should be correlated with the lagged 

market warrant returns that they observe, not the returns experienced by investors at branch j.  

Our inclusion of positive and negative parts of lagged warrant returns in the regressions should 

capture any such relation. 

Common time-invariant unobservables might also generate a positive relation between 

the branch-level returns and entry into the warrant market.  For example, it is conceivable that 

investors in some branches are more financially sophisticated than those in other branches.  This 

might cause both higher branch-level warrant returns and entry by other investors who trade at 

the same branch.  This possible influence is eliminated by our use of branch-level fixed effects.  

Because branch-level returns are correlated with market-wide warrant returns, common 

time-varying shocks might also produce a positive relation between branch-level returns and 

entry into the warrant market. For example, high warrant returns are likely to be associated with 

increased investor attention to warrants, which might cause some investors to enter the warrant 

market. We control for this possibility and any other market-wide time-varying influences by 

including lags of the positive and negative parts of market warrant returns and the lagged 

numbers of brokerage-level new investors in the regression specifications. 

A remaining issue involves the possibility of branch-level time-varying shocks.  Some of 

the possible channels discussed in Kaustia and Knüpfer (2012) by which branch-level time-

varying shocks might explain a correlation between branch-level warrant returns and entry, for 

example changing prospects of the local economy that work through the stock returns of local 

companies, are not relevant because the put warrant returns are not plausibly related to the 
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fundamentals of the local economies.  Another possibility is that the results are driven by time-

varying shocks that are unique to a branch or small subset of branches, e.g. local media coverage 

or some other source of local information or “noise.”  This channel seems unlikely because the 

information or noise would have to be something that caused or was correlated with both branch-

level returns and entry but not captured by the warrant returns used as controls, and also not a 

mechanism of social contagion.13  Despite our skepticism regarding this possible channel, we 

carry out additional analyses on a subsample that drops the observations from branches where 

this possible channel is most likely to be relevant. 

The warrant daily returns are remarkably volatile and sometimes take on extreme values. 

For example, in our sample, 11 warrant daily returns exceed 100% and eight are less than 95%. 

(These extremely low warrant returns appear in the last few trading days.)  The extreme warrant 

returns cause the variables BranchAveragePosReturn, BranchAverageNegReturn and 

BranchAverageReturn also to take on some extreme values, and the kurtoses of the three 

variables are 252.30, 77.68, and 53.80, respectively. We winsorize these variables at one percent 

in each tail in order to avoid having the results be affected by a small number of extreme values. 

Table 5 reports the results of the panel regressions.   The first two columns (1)-(2) in 

panel A report the results of regression specifications with lags of BranchAveragePosReturn and 

BranchAverageNegReturn.  Consistent with social contagion via word-of-mouth effects, the 

estimated coefficients on the first lag of BranchAveragePosReturnjkt is highly significant in both 

specifications, with t-statistics of 7.80 and 6.79, respectively.  In column (2) that includes the 

second lag of BranchAveragePosReturn the coefficient on the second lag is positive, though 

small and not significantly different from zero.  The coefficients on the lags of 

BranchAverageNegReturn are small and not significantly different from zero at conventional 

levels. These results are all as expected. 

Turning to the control variables, the coefficients on the lagged numbers of new investors 

at branch j are significantly different from zero.  In contrast, the coefficients on the lags of 

BrokerageNewInvestorskt are much smaller, and only the coefficient for the second lag is 

                                                            
13 One possible mechanism is that regional media coverage of the warrant market might be correlated with warrant 
returns and also causes entry. But if branch-level warrant returns cause the media coverage which then causes entry, 
this is a mechanism of social contagion, intermediated by the media. That is, investor A does not communicate 
directly with investor B, but rather with a reporter who then communicates with investor B. Even for this 
mechanism to explain our results, it must be that local media coverage is driven by the branch-level average returns, 
not market warrant returns.   
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significant in the two specifications.  This finding that the lagged numbers of new investors at 

branch j are much more strongly related to the arrival of new investors at branch j than are the 

lagged numbers of brokerage new investors is consistent with social contagion, but is also 

consistent with the presence of branch-level unobservable variables that affect entry. 

Unsurprisingly, the lags of the positive and negative parts of the market warrant return, 

WarrantPosReturnjkt and WarrentNegReturnjkt, are also strongly related to the entry of new 

investors.   The first lag of turnover is significantly (negatively) related to the entry of new 

investors.  

The asymmetric effect of BranchAveragePosReturnjkt and BranchAverageNegReturnjkt  

indicates the relation between the probability of entry and the returns of geographically 

proximate investors is convex, consistent with the prediction of the Han and Hirshliefer (2016) 

model of the social transmission of information about trading strategies. Columns (3)-(6) further 

explore the Han and Hirshleifer prediction of a convex relation between existing investors’ return 

and new investors’ entry using another two specifications of the regression model. The first 

alternative specification replaces the lags of BranchAveragePosReturnjkt and 

BranchAverageNegReturnjkt with lags of the exponential of BranchAverageReturnjkt, (that is, lags 

of exp(BranchAverageReturnjkt)), where BranchAverageReturnjkt,is the average of the returns rikt 

of the branch j investors that either traded or held put warrant k on day t. The second alternative 

includes both BranchAverageReturnjkt and exp(BranchAverageReturnjkt), allowing for a test of 

whether the term exp(BranchAverageReturnjkt) reflecting a convex relation is related to the entry 

of new investors. 

Columns (3) and (4) report the results of the specification that includes only the lags of 

exp(BranchAverageReturnjkt).  The first lag is highly significant, as expected.  Column (5) and 

(6) report the results when lags of both BranchAverageReturnjkt and 

exp(BranchAverageReturnjkt) are included.  The estimated coefficients on the lags of 

exp(BranchAverageReturnjkt) are significantly positive, consistently with a convex relation 

between lagged returns and the entry of new investors, while the coefficients on lags of 

BranchAverageReturnjkt are significantly negative. Despite the negative coefficients on the first 

lag of BranchAverageReturnjkt, the combined effect of the variables BranchAverageReturnjkt, and 

exp(BranchAverageReturnjkt) implies that new investor entry is increasing in lagged returns for 

the relevant range of returns. For example, the estimated coefficients on the first lags of 
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BranchAverageReturnjkt and exp(BranchAverageReturnjkt) in column (5) indicate that the 

marginal effect of the first lag of BranchAverageReturnjkt  on new investors’ entry is positive 

when it is larger than 16.28%, which includes 97.71% of the sample.  Similarly, for the results 

in column (6) the marginal effect of the first lag of BranchAverageReturnjkt on new investors’ 

entry is positive when it is larger than 12.38%, which represents 95.90% of the sample. 

The results in Table 5 Panel A provide evidence consistent with social contagion via word 

of mouth effects and the Han and Hirshleifer (2016) prediction that the entry probability is 

convex in the returns of other investors  Notably, the estimated coefficients in columns (1) and 

(2) indicate that only the positive part of the branch-level return BranchAveragePosReturnjkt is 

related to the entry of new investors, and the results in columns (3)-(6) are also consistent with 

the entry probability being an increasing, convex function of the returns of other investors.  The 

panel regression specifications and controls we include rule out the possibility that the relations 

we find are explained by alternative mechanisms.  

There might be, however, a lingering concern that our results are driven by time-varying 

shocks that are unique to a branch or small subset of branches, for example local media 

coverage, private information common to investors at one branch, or some other source of local 

information or “noise.”  This channel seems unlikely because the information or noise would 

have to be something that caused or was correlated with both branch-level returns and entry but 

not captured by the warrant returns used as controls, and also not social contagion.  That said, 

local information, rumors, or “noise” might conceivably be correlated with both branch-level 

warrant returns and entry.   

The combinations of warrants and branches most likely to be subject to this issue are 

those for which the branch office is either located in the same city as the headquarters of the 

company whose stock provides the underlying asset of the warrants or located in the city (either 

Shanghai or Shenzhen) where the underlying stock is listed, because it seems more likely that 

investors will have access to (possibly incorrect or irrelevant) correlated information if they are 

in the same city as the headquarters of the company whose stock provides the underlying asset of 

the warrants or the city where the underlying stock is traded.   We address this possibility in one 

final set of analyses that uses a subsample that excludes the combinations of warrants and 

branches for which the branch office is either located in the same city as the headquarters of the 

company whose stock provides the underlying asset of the warrants or located in the city where 
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the underlying stock is listed.  If the results are driven by such a mechanism, the results using 

this subsample should be different from those using the full sample.   Table 5 Panel B reports the 

results from re-estimating the regression models but using a subsample that drops those 

combinations of warrants and brokerage branches. The results for this subsample are very close 

to those reported in the Panel A.  These results provide comfort that our results are not driven by 

branch-level time-varying shocks. 

Figure 5 plots the date fixed-effect dummies from the social contagion regression 

estimated using the full sample with two lags of the explanatory variables that is reported in 

column (2) of Table 5. We can see that the impact of the date fixed effects on investor entry 

becomes larger from May 30, 2007, when the stock transactions tax was tripled.  This is another 

piece of evidence that the stock transaction tax had an important impact on the warrant market. 

To further investigate the effect of social contagion on new investor entry, we use the 

regression estimates from the model estimated using the full sample with two lags of the 

explanatory variables that is reported in column (2) of Table 5 Panel A to estimate the volume 

due to social contagion.  Similar to the way we estimate the volume due to feedback trading, we 

compute the difference between the predicted number of new investors based on the model in 

column (2) and the predicted number using the same estimates but setting the coefficients on the 

proxies for social contagion (the lags of BranchAveragePosReturnjkt) to zero. For each warrant, 

these differences in the predicted numbers of new investors in the five warrants are multiplied by 

the average trade size of all new investors’ first trades in the warrant to convert the estimates of 

the change in the number of new investors to estimates of trading volumes. Figure VI shows the 

time-series of the estimates of trading volume for the five warrants for a four-month period 

(April-July 2007) surrounding May 30, 2007.  The estimates jump sharply on May 31, 2007 for 

all five warrants, making it clear that the impact of social contagion as identified by 

BranchAveragePosReturnj,k,t1 becomes important after the tripling of the transaction tax on May 

30.  

These results that the entry of new investors is explained by past returns are broadly 

consistent with the model of Barberis et al (2016), in which new investors enter after observing 

positive market returns.  However, our results show that entry is explained by the positive parts 

of the returns of geographically proximate investors rather than returns computed from observed 

market prices.  The resale option theory can be consistent with these results if potential new 
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investors become more confident about their interpretations of signals after learning about the 

trading successes of other investors to whom they are socially connected, and decide to enter as a 

result of this overconfidence.  In the next section we show that the entry of new investors is 

important in explaining put warrant prices.  In the context of the resale option theory, this opens 

up the possibility that existing investors are obtaining signals and speculating about the arrival of 

new investors in a way that is consistent with the resale option theory.  

6.  Do Feedback Trading and Social Contagion Explain Put Warrant Prices During the 

Bubble? 

 We have identified the precipitating event, and documented that both feedback trading 

and social contagion are found in the brokerage account data, but have not yet shown that they 

explain put warrant prices during the bubble. We present two kinds of evidence regarding this.  

First, we sum the estimates of the buying attributable to feedback trading and social contagion 

previously shown in Figures 5 and 6 and show that for each of the five put warrants the time 

pattern of volume due to feedback trading and social contagion closely corresponds to the time 

pattern of put warrant prices during the bubble.  Second, we revisit the panel regressions that 

Xiong and Yu (2011) use to provide support for the resale option theory by including the 

estimates of buying due to feedback trading and social contagion as additional covariates to 

explain prices.  We find that the estimates of buying due to feedback trading and social 

contagion explain put warrant prices, and once we include them (along with a transaction tax 

dummy), the measures of trading volume and volatility considered by Xiong and Yu (2011) are 

no longer significantly related to put warrant prices. 

6.1 Dynamics of feedback and social contagion volume and put warrant prices around the May 

30, 2007 tax change 

For each of the five warrants that were trading on May 30, 2007, Figures 5 and 6 

discussed above display estimates of the volume due to feedback trading and social contagion 

during a four month window surrounding the May 30, 2007 precipitating event.  The hypothesis 

that these two mechanisms are important in driving the bubble predicts that the sum of these two 

volume estimates should be correlated with put warrant prices. The five panels of Figure 7 show 

the sum of these two volume estimates (dashed line, left axis), along with the put warrant prices 

(solid line, right axis) for each of the five warrants.  The five panels reveal striking similarities 
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between the time patterns of the volume estimates and the put warrant prices.  For example, for 

Hualing the peaks of both the price and volume series are achieved on June 15, both series 

achieve local minima on June 20, and both reach local maxima on either June 25 or June 26.  

Wuliang, Zhongli, and Zhaohang display similar patterns.  Jiafei differs from the other four 

warrants because its last trading date is June 22, but the price and estimated volume series for 

Jiafei are nonetheless strikingly similar to each other. For example, the maxima are on either 

May 31 or June 1, and both series achieve local minima on either June 5 or June 6.  

Examining Figure 7, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that feedback trading and 

social contagion played an important role in the put warrants bubble. 

6.2 Panel regressions showing that feedback trading and social contagion explain put warrant 

prices  

For each of the 18 put warrants, Xiong and Yu (2011) determine a zero-fundamental 

period in which either an estimate of the fundamental value of the warrants computed using the 

Black-Scholes formula and historical volatility is less than ¥0.005, or, for the cash settled 

Nanhang warrant, the settlement price will exceed the strike price even if the stock trades limit 

down every day until the expiration date.  Using data from the zero-fundamental period, they 

estimate unbalanced panel regressions in which they regress the daily warrant prices (which 

measure the bubble size as the fundamental value is nearly zero) on turnover, an estimate of the 

daily volatility computed from 5-minute intraday returns, the warrant float, and remaining time-

to-maturity fixed effects, and obtain positive coefficients on turnover and volatility and a 

negative coefficient on float.  The resale option theory of Scheinkman and Xiong (2003) predicts 

positive coefficients on turnover and volatility, and Xiong and Yu (2011) interpret their panel 

regression results as supportive of that theory. 

 We revisit these panel regressions by adding the estimates of trading volume due to 

feedback trading and social contagion to the regression specification.   We want to see whether 

these additional covariates explain the bubble size, controlling for the turnover and volatility 

variables used in the Xiong and Yu (2011) panel regressions.   

 Columns (1)-(4) of Table 6 Panel A replicate the panel regression results reported in the 

corresponding columns of Xiong and Yu (2011) Table 6. The t-statistics are based on standard 

errors clustered by date, as in Xiong and Yu (2011).  The first three columns each report the 

results of regressions that include the variables Turnover, Volatility, and Float one at a time, 
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while column (4) presents the results of a specification that includes all three variables.    For 

completeness, columns (5) and (6) of Panel A report the results of specifications that include two 

right-hand side variables at a time and are not in Xiong and Yu (2011).   The coefficient point 

estimates and t-statistics in columns (1)-(4) of Panel A are very similar, but not quite identical, to 

those reported in the corresponding columns of Xiong and Yu (2011) Table 5. 

Panel B reports the results of the same set of regression models but also adding a 

transaction tax dummy variable (TransactionTax) that is equal to one for May 30, 2007 and later 

dates and equal to zero for dates before May 30. The results in Panel B for the regression 

specifications that include the dummy variable are quite different than those in Panel A that do 

not.  In the specification that includes Turnover by itself (without Volatility or Float) the point 

estimate of the coefficient on Turnover is now negative, though not significantly different from 

zero, in contrast to the positive coefficient in Panel A.  In the specification that includes all three 

variables Turnover is significantly negatively related to the warrant price, whereas the relation in 

Panel A was positive.  Volatility remains significantly positively related to the size of the put 

warrants bubble, consistent with the resale option theory, though the point estimates are smaller 

than in Panel A. 14  The coefficient on Float is always negative and highly significant, which is 

unsurprising since most theories of security valuation would imply that price is decreasing in 

security supply. The coefficient on the transaction tax dummy is positive and significant in all 

specifications, consistent with our earlier claim that the tripling of the transaction tax was an 

important event. 

We hypothesize not only that positive feedback trading and social contagion exist but that 

they explain the size of the bubble.  To test this hypothesis, we use the estimates of the trading 

volume due to feedback trading and the trading volume of new investors due to social contagion 

that we constructed previously and include these measures as additional covariates in the panel 

regressions.  The measure of positive feedback trading for warrant k on date t consists of the 

estimates of trading due to positive feedback constructed in Section 4 based on the hazard rate 

regressions, but now scaled by the number of warrants outstanding on date t.  The measure of the 

trading volume of new investors due to social contagion for warrant k on date t consists of the 

                                                            
14 In untabulated results we add date fixed effects to the regressions instead of the transaction tax dummy variable. 
The calendar date fixed effects show a pronounced change around May 30, and the change in the significance of 
Turnover and Volatility is similar to that shown in Panel B of Table 6. 
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estimate of such volume constructed in Section 5, again now scaled by the number of warrants 

outstanding on each date t.   Table 7 reports the results of various panel regressions that include 

either one or both of these two new variables, called FeedbackVolume and 

SocialContagionVolume, respectively. The coefficient on FeedbackVolume, which is the 

measure of buying due to positive feedback, is positive and significant in every specification in 

which it appears.  The coefficient on the variable SocialContagionVolume, which is the estimate 

of the buying of new investors drawn in by social contagion, is positive and highly significant in 

four of the six specifications in which it appears.  The coefficient is insignificant (but still 

positive) in the other two specifications that also include both FeedbackVolume and Turnover 

(columns (7) and (9)). One reason why our results for SocialContagionVolume are weaker than 

those for FeedbackVolume is that our location proxy, trading at the same branch office, is crude, 

causing our estimates of social contagion volume to be of lower quality than our estimates of 

feedback trading volume. A second source of error is that we estimate the trade size of each new 

investor using the average trade size of new investors in that warrant rather than the investors’ 

previous trade size, because for a new investor there are no previous trades.  Once we include the 

two new variables FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume in the regression specifications 

the estimated coefficients on Turnover and Volatility become either insignificant or significantly 

negatively related to the bubble size. 

We emphasize that our panel regressions are very successful in explaining warrant prices.  

Across the specifications that include FeedbackVolume (along with the transaction tax dummy), 

the lowest adjusted R2 is 0.695, and the highest is 0.732.  These good fits are not driven by the 

time to maturity fixed effects.  When we omit the time to maturity fixed effects, in untabulated 

results we find that the adjusted R2’s in the specifications that include FeedbackVolume are 

almost as large, ranging from 0.630 to 0.703.  For comparison, the maximal adjusted R2 in the 

Xiong and Yu (2011) panel regressions replicated in Table 6 is 0.332.  When we omit the time to 

maturity fixed effect the adjusted R2 in this specification falls to 0.069, and the maximal adjusted 

R2 across all Xiong and Yu (2011) specifications that do not include time to maturity fixed 

effects is 0.081.   Thus, our panel regressions are much more successful in explaining warrant 

prices than the Xiong and Yu (2011) specifications. 

However, the finding that the new variables FeedbackVolume and 

SocialContagionVolume together with the transaction tax dummy drive out the variables 
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Turnover and Volatility that Xiong and Yu (2011) interpret as supportive of the resale option 

theory does not reject the resale option model.  Rather, the success of FeedbackVolume, and 

secondarily SocialContagionVolume, in explaining the bubble implies that if the resale option 

theory is to explain the bubble it must somehow work through positive feedback trading based 

on investors’ own returns and secondarily through social contagion.  In fact, our results suggest 

that any theory that explains the Chinese put warrants bubble must work through these two 

mechanisms, together with the precipitating event.  Recognizing that our social contagion proxy 

is crude and that the aggregation to the daily level involves some loss of information, the 

adjusted R2’s of approximately 0.7 seem high and leave little room for other mechanisms to 

explain warrant prices.  

Finally, we verify that the panel regression results are robust to partitioning the data into 

some subsamples and variation in how we compute the key right-hand side variables.  We begin 

by re-estimating the Xiong and Yu (2011) panel regressions on the two subsamples consisting of 

the observations prior to and subsequent to the tripling of the transaction tax.  The results in 

Table 8 show that turnover is unrelated to warrant prices in both subsamples, and volatility is 

positively related to warrant prices only after the increase in the transaction tax.  

Table 9 reports the results of regressions that also include the estimates of buying due to 

feedback trading (FeedbackVolume) and social contagion (SocialContagionVolume).  The 

variable FeedbackVolume is significantly and positively related to the bubble size both before 

and after the tripling of the transaction tax, with larger point estimates in the subsample after the 

increase in the tax.  The point estimates of the coefficients on SocialContagionVolume are 

positive in the four specifications in which this variable appears, though the estimated coefficient 

is significant only when FeedbackVolume is not also included (columns (2) and (5)).  Once we 

add FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume to the specifications then the coefficients on 

Turnover are either insignificant or significantly negative, with the exception that the coefficient 

on Turnover in column (2) is positive and significant at the 10% level.  These results are 

consistent with the previous results. 

Finally, to verify the robustness of the results we re-estimate the specifications in Table 7 

replacing FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume with the volume estimates based on the 

feedback and social contagion regressions and call the new variables ReentryVolume and 

NewInvestorVolume.  ReentryVolume and NewInvestorVolume differ from FeedbackVolume and 
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SocialContagionVolume in that the latter two variables are the differences between volume 

estimates that include the effect the lagged return variables and volume estimates setting the 

coefficients on the lagged return variables to zero, while ReentryVolume and NewInvestorVolume 

are not the differences between two estimates.  We expect the results of these slightly different 

specifications to be similar to those in Table 7 because most of the variability in the predictions 

from the regression equations comes from the effect of the lagged return variables, implying that 

ReentryVolume and NewInvestorVolume are highly correlated with FeedbackVolume and 

SocialContagionVolume, respectively.   

Table 10 presents the results.  As expected, the results are similar to those in Table 7.  

ReentryVolume is positively and significantly related to put warrant prices in all specifications in 

which it appears, with coefficient point estimates that are similar to the point estimates on 

FeedbackVolume in Table 7.  Also similar to the results in Table 7, NewInvestorVolume is 

positively related to put warrant prices in all of the specifications in which it appears, with four 

of the six point estimates being significantly different from zero at conventional levels.  The 

coefficient point estimates on NewInvestorVolume are similar to the corresponding point 

estimates on SocialContagionVolume reported in Table 7.  These results provide comfort that the 

estimated relations between buying due to feedback trading and social contagion are robust. 

Table 11 uses subsamples from before and after May 30, 2007 to show that the results hold 

during both periods. 

7. Conclusion 

We show how positive feedback trading based on investors’ own returns and social 

contagion interacted with the May 30, 2007 tripling of the transaction tax imposed on stock 

trades to drive the Chinese put warrants bubble.  The tax change appears to have been necessary 

for the bubblefeedback trading and social contagion existed through the entire period of 

warrant trading, but did not create a bubble until the tax change precipitated it.  Our 

identification of the precipitating event, and our documentation of the importance of social 

contagion, are novel as these have been neglected in previous research on bubbles.   The finding 

that positive feedback trading is based on investors’ own returns is also novel, as is the finding 

that these mechanisms created the bubble.   

Our results are broadly consistent with the Barberis et al (2016) extrapolative theory, as 

past returns are central to that theory.  However, in that theory investors extrapolate from 
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observed market returns, while we find that feedback trading is primarily based on investors’ 

own returns.  Similarly, in that theory entry of new investors is explained by observed market 

returns while we find that it is explained by the positive part of the returns of geographically 

proximate investors. 

We revisit the panel regression specifications that Xiong and Yu (2011) use to explain 

put warrant prices during the bubble and find that estimates of the trading volume due to positive 

feedback based on own returns and social contagion explain the bubble very well and drive out 

the turnover and volatility variables that Xiong and Yu (2011) use to provide support for the 

resale option theory.  However, the panel regression results do not reject the resale option theory, 

as it seems possible for the resale option theory to work through feedback trading based on 

investors’ own returns and social contagion.  Because the estimates of the trading volume due to 

positive feedback based on own returns and social contagion explain the bubble so well, if the 

resale option theory is to explain the put warrants bubble it must work through these mechanisms.  

In fact, our results strongly suggest that any theory that explains the Chinese put warrants bubble 

must work through these mechanisms. 

Our findings also correspond closely to Shiller’s writings about bubbles, as the three 

elements of the Shiller feedback loop theorya precipitating event, positive feedback trading, 

and social contagionare found in the Chinese put warrants bubble, and that they explain the 

size of the bubble.   
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Panel A. Hualing 

 
Panel B. Wuliang 

 
Panel C. Zhongji 

 
Panel D. Jiafei 

 
Panel E. Zhaohang 

 

Figure 1. Price and turnover of 5 put warrants. Daily closing price and turnover of the five put warrants that traded both before and after the 

tripling of the stock transaction tax (stamp duty) that took effect on May 30, 2007. The series are shown from March 2007 to August 2007, a six 

month window approximately centered on the date of the tripling of the transaction tax. The five panels show that for all five put warrants the 

turnover jumped sharply on May 30 and prices rose sharply either on or shortly after May 30.
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Panel A. Hualing 

 
Panel B. Wuliang 

 
Panel C. Zhongji 

 
Panel D. Jiafei 

 
Panel E. Zhaohang 

 

Figure 2. Price of and number of investors buying each of 5 put warrants. Each panel shows the daily closing price (black line, right-hand 

axis), the number of new investors (dashed blue line, left-hand axis), and the number of returning investors (dotted red line, left-hand axis) on 

each date for the five put warrants that traded both before and after the tripling of the transaction tax on May 30, 2007. A new investor in 

warrant k on date t is one who has not previously traded warrant k, while a returning investor is one who has previously traded warrant k. The 

five panels show that for all five put warrants the numbers of both new and returning investors jumped sharply on May 30.
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Panel A. One-cycle investors 

 

Panel B. Two-cycle investors 

Figure 3. Date fixed effects from the positive feedback regressions for two groups of 

investors. Calendar-date fixed effects from the hazard rate regressions reported in Table III 

that use investors’ previous warrant returns to predict reentry into the warrant market. The two 

panels show the fixed effects from two different regressions estimated using investors who 

have previously completed one and two or more transaction cycles. The fixed effects are 

shown for a four-month window approximately centered on May 30, 2007, the date when the 

stock transaction tax was tripled.   
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Panel D. Jiafei 

 
Panel E. Zhaohang 

 

Figure 4. Estimates of trading volume due to positive feedback trading. Estimates of trading volume due to positive feedback trading are 
shown for the five warrants that traded before and after May 30, 2007, when the stock transaction tax was tripled.  The estimates are computed by 
first using the estimates of the hazard rate regressions reported in Table III to compute for each investor, warrant, and date the probability that the 
investor reenters the warrant market. Then, these probabilities are recomputed after setting the coefficients on the previous return variables 
(ReturnLag1i,k,t , ReturnLag2i,k,t , I(ReturnLag1i,k,t >0) and I(ReturnLag2i,k,t >0) ) to zero. For each investor, warrant, and date the estimate of the 
volume due to positive feedback trading is the difference in probabilities multiplied by the investor’s previous average trade size when the investor 
starts a new transaction cycle. For each warrant and date these estimates are summed across investors, yielding estimates of the trading volume 
due to positive feedback trading. Each panel displays these estimates for investors who have previously completed one transaction cycle (dotted 
purple line) and two or more transaction cycles (blue line), respectively. 
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Figure 5. Date fixed effects in the social contagion regression. Calendar-date fixed effects from the social contagion regression reported in 
column (2) of Table IV that use warrant returns of geographically proximate investors to predict investor entry into the warrant market.  The fixed 
effects are shown for a four-month window approximately centered on May 30, 2007, when the stock transaction tax was tripled.
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Panel D. Jiafei 

 
Panel E. Zhaohang 

 

Figure 6. Estimates of new investors’ volume due to social contagion. Estimates of new investors’ volume due to social contagion are shown 

for the five warrants that traded before and after May 30, 2007, when the stock transaction tax was tripled.  The estimates are computed by first 

using the estimates of the regressions reported in column (2) of Table IV to compute for each branch office, warrant, and date the predicted 

number of investors who enter the warrant market. Then, these predicted numbers of entering investors are recomputed after setting the 

coefficients on the proxies for social contagion (BranchAveragePosReturnjkt1, BranchAveragePosReturnjkt2) to zero. For each branch, warrant, 

and date the estimate of the new investors’ volume due to social contagion is the difference in the two predicted numbers of entering investors 

multiplied by the average trade size of all new investors’ first trades in this warrant. For each warrant and date these estimates are summed 

across branch offices, yielding estimates of new investors’ volume due to social contagion.  
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Panel C. Zhongji 

 
Panel D. Jiafei 

 
Panel E. Zhaohang 

 

Figure 7. Price and sum of the estimates of volume due to positive feedback and social contagion. Daily closing price and sum of the 
estimates of volume due to positive feedback and social contagion are shown for the five warrants that traded before and after May 30, 2007, 

when the stock transaction tax was tripled. The estimates of volume due to positive feedback and social contagion are constructed as in Figure 

IV and VI. The series are shown from April 2007 to July 2007, a four month window approximately centered on the date of the tripling of the 

transaction tax. 
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Table 1 
Summary Information and Statistics for the 18 Put Warrants 
This table shows summary information and statistics for each of the 18 put warrants. Panel A provides the warrant name, trading period, total 

trading days, closing price of underlying stock on the first and last trading day, strike price and exercise ratio on the first and last trading day, 

and the total warrants outstanding at the start and the end of warrant trading. Panel B reports, for each warrant, the time-series average and 

maximum of its daily stock closing price, warrant closing price, daily warrant price, daily turnover rate (in percent) and daily trading volume (in 

million yuan). Panel C presents summary statistics on the brokerage firm investor trading for each warrant, including the total number of 

investors, completed and uncompleted transaction cycles, and the average length of the transaction cycles (in calendar days).  

Panel A: Summary market information 

  Trading period  
 

 Warrant information at beginning of trading  Warrant information at end of trading 

Name Begin End  Trading Days  Shares Stock price Strike price Exercise Ratio  Shares Stock price Strike price Exercise Ratio 

Wanke 2005/12/5 2006/8/28  174  2140 3.78 3.73 1  2140 6.79 3.64 1 

Shenneng 2006/4/27 2006/10/19  102  438 6.31 7.12 1  438 7.25 6.69 1 

Wugang 2005/11/23 2006/11/15  235  474 2.77 3.13 1  474 3.35 2.83 1 

Jichang 2005/12/23 2006/12/15  234  240 6.77 7 1  267 7.94 6.9 1 

Yuanshui 2006/4/19 2007/2/5  194  280 4.27 5 1  359 6.54 4.9 1 

Huchang 2006/3/7 2007/2/27  235  568 11.85 13.6 1  584 25.52 13.36 1 

Baogang 2006/3/31 2007/3/23  233  715 2.1 2.45 1  834 5.7 2.37 1 

Wanhua 2006/4/27 2007/4/19  236  85 16.42 13 1  189 38.75 9.22 1.41 

Gangfan 2005/12/5 2007/4/24  331  233 3.3 4.85 1  233 10.72 3.16 1.53 

Haier 2006/5/22 2007/5/9  231  607 4.74 4.39 1  757 15.79 4.29 1 

Yage 2006/5/22 2007/5/14  237  635 6.8 4.25 1  734 26.44 4.09 1 

Maotai 2006/5/30 2007/5/22  234  432 48.39 30.3 0.25  766 94.84 30.3 0.25 

Jiafei 2006/6/30 2007/6/22  232  120 20.3 15.1 1  120 45.21 15.1 1 

Zhaohang 2006/3/2 2007/8/24  359  2241 6.37 5.65 1  5482 39.04 5.45 1 

Zhongji 2006/5/25 2007/11/16  352  424 13.98 10 1  424 24.11 7.3 1.37 

Hualing 2006/3/2 2008/2/22  442  633 3.64 4.9 1  633 12.45 4.72 1 

Wuliang 2006/4/3 2008/3/26  468  313 7.11 7.96 1  313 25.92 5.63 1.4 

Nanhang 2007/6/21 2008/6/13  239  1400 8.99 7.43 0.5  1637 8.48 7.43 0.5 
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Panel B. Summary statistics of market variables  Panel C. Summary statistics of brokerage investor trading 

  Stock price  Warrant Price  Daily turnover (percent)  Yuan volume(million) 

Name Average Maximum  Average Maximum  Average Maximum  Average Maximum 

Wanke 5.58 6.98  0.433 0.893  66 547  504 3832 

Shenneng 7.23 8.32  0.810 1.78  135 616  396 1669 

Wugang 2.77 3.63  0.691 1.86  88 1695  371 3455 

Jichang 6.65 8  1.176 2.05  104 725  339 1583 

Yuanshui 5.31 7  0.994 2.084  110 1471  362 2589 

Huchang 15.68 29.94  1.164 1.906  84 991  453 2602 

Baogang 2.80 5.7  0.563 0.939  115 1406  485 2969 

Wanhua 21.39 38.83  1.482 4.202  101 1438  221 1700 

Gangfan 4.28 10.72  1.229 2.252  79 1316  215 1307 

Haier 7.41 16.26  0.725 1.611  65 1072  306 2165 

Yage 9.13 28.92  0.685 1.76  79 972  354 4123 

Maotai 69.09 113.2  1.030 3.465  65 815  382 4683 

Jiafei 25.51 47.2  1.650 6.07  122 1741  353 7990 

Zhaohang 14.53 39.04  0.515 3.269  106 1198  3179 45683 

Zhongji 21.53 36.18  1.724 7.12  131 1662  1352 17053 

Hualing 7.24 14.3  1.647 5.33  105 1306  1349 14364 

Wuliang 26.02 51.04  2.119 8.15  137 1841  1049 12047 

Nanhang 18.25 28.73  0.994 2.359  139 1261  10041 45419 
 

   
 

 Completed cycles  Uncompleted cycles 

Name 
Investor 
number 

 Number 
Average 
length 

 Number 
Average 
length 

Wanke 6270  21038 6.71  540 52.76 

Shenneng 2727  7860 3.07  101 26.04 

Wugang 5259  14959 6.65  695 64.76 

Jichang 3966  12162 3.65  448 50.72 

Yuanshui 3796  11454 3.51  297 73.89 

Huchang 4081  12708 3.92  290 66.09 

Baogang 5135  16997 4.08  383 84.94 

Wanhua 2627  7816 3.94  157 80.39 

Gangfan 4206  12720 3.94  153 67.03 

Haier 4612  11338 6.28  331 78.98 

Yage 4668  13016 6.23  357 87.91 

Maotai 5399  14756 8.96  476 87.32 

Jiafei 4893  11964 1.70  134 25.88 

Zhaohang 20377  95401 4.30  1168 122.34 

Zhongji 11447  42520 3.12  349 35.25 

Hualing 13543  54199 3.70  402 73.79 

Wuliang 11364  44722 3.45  318 82.96 

Nanhang 24975  150195 7.91  922 85.31 
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Table 2 
Statistics Related to the Bubble During Periods Before and After May 30, 2007 
Time-series average and maximum of daily turnover, bubble size, and volatility of the 18 put warrants 

during periods before and after May 30, 2007, the date of the tripling of the transaction tax. Daily 

turnover is daily trading volume divided by the number of outstanding warrants, bubble size is the 

warrant price minus the Black-Scholes value, and the volatility is computed from intraday 5-minute 

warrant returns, and then annualized. Panel A reports these statistics for the 12 warrants that expire before 

May 30, 2007, Panel B reports them for the five warrants that traded both before and after May 30, for the 

period before May 30, and Panel C reports them for the 6 warrants that traded after May 30, for the period 

after May 30. 

Panel A. 12 warrants that expired before May 30, 2007 

  Daily turnover (percent)  Bubble Size  Volatility (percent) 
Name Average Maximum  Average Maximum  Average Maximum 

Wanke 66 547  0.309 0.659  116 2327 

Shenneng 135 616  0.424 1.192  140 1447 

Wugang 88 1695  0.233 1.235  104 2287 

Jichang 104 725  0.489 1.146  91 441 

Yuanshui 110 1471  0.604 1.658  111 1426 

Huchang 84 991  -0.113 1.158  92 1249 

Baogang 115 1406  0.107 0.627  99 1018 

Wanhua 101 1438  1.108 3.952  109 1717 

Gangfan 79 1316  0.261 1.439  86 1456 

Haier 65 1072  0.606 1.327  90 1569 

Yage 79 972  0.498 1.492  91 1375 

Maotai 65 815  0.351 1.943  90 1617 

Panel B. 5 warrants that expired after May 30, 2007, for the period before May 30, 2007 

  Daily turnover (percent)  Bubble Size  Volatility (percent) 
Name Average Maximum  Average Maximum  Average Maximum 

Jiafei 74 415  1.188 2.344  68 359 

Zhaohang 44 279  0.207 0.510  64 703 

Zhongji 40 243  0.748 1.997  65 245 

Hualing 34 143  0.129 1.255  49 387 

Wuliang 62 302  0.978 2.525  84 368 

Panel C. 6 warrants that expired after May 30, 2007, for the period after May 30, 2007 

  Daily turnover (percent)  Bubble Size  Volatility (percent) 
Name Average Maximum  Average Maximum  Average Maximum 

Jiafei 814 1741  3.410 6.070  729 1623 

Zhaohang 404 1198  0.948 3.269  331 1716 

Zhongji 331 1662  3.075 7.120  213 1166 

Hualing 221 1306  2.345 5.316  148 1261 

Wuliang 238 1841  3.099 8.149  141 1467 

Nanhang 139 1261  0.948 2.184  131 1963 
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Table 3 
Positive Feedback Regressions for Two Groups of Investors 
Results of proportional hazard regressions explaining the reentry of investors who have 

previously traded put warrants using the investors’ previous transaction cycle returns for two 

groups of investors. For each warrant and date, the two groups of investors are those who have 

previously completed one and two or more transaction cycles in the warrant. The unit of 

observation is an investor-warrant-date, and for investor i in warrant k on date t the left-hand side 

variable takes the value one if investor i begins a new transaction cycle in warrant k on date t, 

and otherwise is zero. The main explanatory variables are 1 , , , investor i’s return on 

the most recent transaction cycle in warrant k before date t, 2 , , , the average return 

of the transaction cycles before the most recent cycle, and dummy variables I(ReturnLag1i,k,t >0) 

and I(ReturnLag2i,k,t >0) that take the value one if the return is positive. The control variables are 

lags of WarrantReturnk,t, the daily market return of warrant k on date t, Turnoverk,t, the market 

trading volume in warrant k on date t, divided by number of warrants outstanding on date t, and 

AdjustedFundamentalk,t, the adjusted fundamental value of warrant k on date t, which is defined 

in the text. All the regressions include maturity, warrant and date fixed effects. 

 
One-cycle investors Two-cycle investors 

(1) (2) 

Explanatory Variable Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

ReturnLag1i,k,t 0.456 < 0.001 0.548 < 0.001 

ReturnLag2i,k,t 0.170 < 0.001 

I(ReturnLag1i,k,t >0) 0.349 < 0.001 0.230 < 0.001 

I(ReturnLag2i,k,t >0) 0.012 0.003 

WarrantReturnk,t1 0.103 0.007 0.058 0.005 

WarrantReturnk,t2 -0.118 < 0.001 

Turnoverk,t1 0.001 < 0.001 0.000 < 0.001 

Turnoverk,t2 0.000 0.517 

AdjustedFundamentalk,t1 -3.703 < 0.001 -2.938 < 0 .001 

Maturity fixed effects Yes  Yes  

Warrant fixed effects Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes 

Observations 8,011,312 10,116,045 
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Table 4 
Positive Feedback Regressions For The Period Before May 30, 2007 
Results of proportional hazard regressions explaining the reentry of investors who have 

previously traded put warrants using the investors’ previous transaction cycle returns for two 

groups of investors before May 30, 2007. For each warrant and date, the two groups of investors 

are those who have previously completed one and two or more transaction cycles in the warrant. 

The unit of observation is an investor-warrant-date, and for investor i in warrant k on date t the 

left-hand side variable takes the value one if investor i begins a new transaction cycle in warrant 

k on date t, and otherwise is zero. The main explanatory variables are 1 , , , investor 

i’s return on the most recent transaction cycle in warrant k before date t, 2 , , , the 

average return of the transaction cycles before the most recent cycle, and dummy variables 

I(ReturnLag1i,k,t >0) and I(ReturnLag2i,k,t >0) that take the value one if the return is positive. The 

control variables are lags of WarrantReturnk,t, the daily market return of warrant k on date t, 

Turnoverk,t, the market trading volume in warrant k on date t, divided by number of warrants 

outstanding on date t, and AdjustedFundamentalk,t, the adjusted fundamental value of warrant k 

on date t, which is defined in the text. All the regressions include maturity, warrant and date 

fixed effects. 

 
One-cycle investors Two-cycle investors 

(1) (2) 
Explanatory Variable Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 
ReturnLag1i,k,t 1.699 < 0.001 1.890 < 0.001 
ReturnLag2i,k,t 0.410 < 0.001 
I(ReturnLag1i,k,t >0) 0.173 < 0.001 0.123 < 0.001 
I(ReturnLag2i,k,t >0) 0.022 0.007 
WarrantReturnk,t1 -0.115 0.294 -0.246 0.002 
WarrantReturnk,t2 -0.552 < 0.001 
Turnoverk,t1 0.001 < 0.001 0.000 0.043 
Turnoverk,t2 0.000 < 0.001 
AdjustedFundamentalk,t1 0.126 0.814 -0.301 0.285 
Maturity fixed effects Yes  Yes  
Warrant fixed effects Yes Yes 
Date fixed effects Yes Yes 
Observations 4724589   4976168   
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Table 5 
Regressions Explaining Entry of New Investors Using Proxies for Social Contagion 
Panel regressions using proxies for social contagion to explain the entry of new investors. The dependent 
variable is NewBranchInvestorsj,k,t, the number of branch j investors who trade warrant k for the first time 
on date t. A branch j investor who trades warrant k on day t is considered to be a new investor if date t is 
the first date on which the investor trades warrant k. The main explanatory variables are lags of 
BranchAveragePosReturnj,k,t, the average return across the positive parts of the returns of branch j 
investors on their positions in warrant k at date t, lags of BranchAverageNegReturnj,k,t, the average return 
across the negative parts of the returns of branch j investors on their positions in warrant k at date t, lags 
of BranchAverageReturnj,k,t, the average date t return on the positions in warrant k of branch j investors 
who either held or purchased warrant k on date t and lags of BranchAverageExpReturnj,k,t, the exponential 
value of BranchAverageReturnj,k,t. The control variables are lags of BranchInvestorsj,k,t, the number of 
branch j investors who either held or purchased warrant k on date t, BrokerageNewInvestorsk,t, the total 
number of new investors of warrant k on date t across the brokerage firm, WarrantPosReturnk,t, the 
positive part of the (close-to-close) return of warrant k on date t, WarrantNegReturnk,t, the negative part of 
the (close-to-close) return of warrant k on date t, and Turnoverk,t, the market trading volume in warrant k 
on date t, divided by number of warrants outstanding. The regressions in Panel A use the whole sample, 
while those reported in Panel B exclude observations for which the branch office is either located in the 
same city as the headquarters of the company whose stock provides the underlying asset of the warrant or 
located in the city (either Shanghai or Shenzhen) where the underlying stock is listed. All the regressions 
include maturity, warrant, date and branch fixed effects. The t-statistics (in parentheses) are based on 
standard errors computed by clustering by branch and warrant (the cross-section).  

Panel A: Full sample 

Explanatory Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

BranchAveragePosReturnjkt1 3.527 3.504     

 (7.80) (6.79)     

BranchAveragePosReturnjkt2  0.351     

  (0.78)     

BranchAverageNegReturnjkt1 0.840 0.407     

 (1.49) (0.89)     

BranchAverageNegReturnjkt2  -0.224     

  (-0.54)     

BranchAverageExpReturnjkt1   2.605 2.456 14.77 17.17 

   (9.41) (7.74) (3.43) (4.01) 

BranchAverageExpReturnjkt2    0.126  5.846 

    (0.38)  (1.81) 

BranchAverageReturnjkt1     -12.55 -15.17 

     (-2.92) (-3.59) 

BranchAverageReturnjkt2      -5.902 

      (-1.86) 

NewBranchInvestorsjkt1 0.588 0.449 0.588 0.449 0.588 0.449 

 (9.13) (9.64) (9.13) (9.65) (9.13) (9.66) 

NewBranchInvestorsjkt2  0.267  0.267  0.267 

  (32.07)  (32.12)  (32.00) 
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BranchInvestorsjkt1 0.00617 0.0262 0.00619 0.0260 0.00618 0.0262 

 (1.90) (2.66) (1.90) (2.63) (1.90) (2.65) 

BranchInvestorsjkt2  -0.0238  -0.0236  -0.0238 

  (-2.48)  (-2.45)  (-2.47) 

BrokerageNewInvestorskt1 -0.000768 0.000575 -0.000734 0.000636 -0.000761 0.000558 

 (-0.66) (0.62) (-0.63) (0.69) (-0.65) (0.60) 

BrokerageNewInvestorskt2  -0.000895  -0.000913  -0.000878 

  (-2.37)  (-2.41)  (-2.32) 

WarrantPosReturnkt1 0.0167 0.0197 0.0180 0.0211 0.0162 0.0192 

 (3.51) (3.57) (4.16) (4.13) (3.95) (3.88) 

WarrantPosReturnkt2  -0.0140  -0.0135  -0.0143 

  (-3.47)  (-3.51)  (-3.49) 

WarrantNegReturnkt1 -0.0244 -0.0178 -0.0330 -0.0285 -0.0242 -0.0174 

 (-4.46) (-4.09) (-8.50) (-8.89) (-5.80) (-5.87) 

WarrantNegReturnkt2  -0.000528  -0.00213  0.00198 

  (-0.14)  (-0.69)  (0.57) 

Turnoverkt1 -0.00114 -0.00104 -0.00113 -0.000994 -0.00113 -0.00103 

 (-5.38) (-3.63) (-5.25) (-3.36) (-5.24) (-3.40) 

Turnoverkt2  -0.0000790  -0.000133  -0.0000830 

  (-0.35)  (-0.57)  (-0.34) 

Constant -0.816 13.34 -3.548 10.63 -15.75 -9.960 

 (-0.60) (5.87) (-2.53) (4.76) (-3.38) (-1.58) 

Maturity fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Warrant fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Branch fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 185782 183859 185782 183859 185782 183859 

Within R2 0.553 0.599 0.553 0.599 0.553 0.599 

Panel B: Subsample that excludes certain combinations of warrant and brokerage branch office  

Explanatory Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

BranchAveragePosReturnjkt1 3.669 3.644     

 (7.59) (6.57)     

BranchAveragePosReturnjkt2  0.254     

  (0.53)     

BranchAverageNegReturnjkt1 0.806 0.308     

 (1.35) (0.63)     

BranchAverageNegReturnjkt2  -0.0407     

  (-0.09)     

BranchAverageExpReturnjkt1   2.688 2.518 15.74 18.45 

   (9.42) (7.59) (3.56) (4.20) 
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BranchAverageExpReturnjkt2    0.111  5.159 

    (0.31)  (1.49) 

BranchAverageReturnjkt1     -13.47 -16.42 

     (-3.03) (-3.78) 

BranchAverageReturnjkt2      -5.202 

      (-1.53) 

NewBranchInvestorsjkt1 0.590 0.452 0.590 0.452 0.590 0.452 

 (9.02) (9.63) (9.02) (9.63) (9.02) (9.65) 

NewBranchInvestorsjkt2  0.267  0.267  0.267 

  (31.48)  (31.52)  (31.39) 

BranchInvestorsjkt1 0.00609 0.0255 0.00610 0.0254 0.00609 0.0256 

 (1.86) (2.51) (1.87) (2.48) (1.87) (2.50) 

BranchInvestorsjkt2  -0.0232  -0.0230  -0.0232 

  (-2.35)  (-2.32)  (-2.34) 

BrokerageNewInvestorskt1 -0.000836 0.000608 -0.000800 0.000669 -0.000828 0.000590 

 (-0.68) (0.64) (-0.65) (0.70) (-0.67) (0.61) 

BrokerageNewInvestorskt2  -0.000978  -0.000996  -0.000960 

  (-2.41)  (-2.44)  (-2.36) 

WarrantPosReturnkt1 0.0166 0.0198 0.0180 0.0214 0.0161 0.0193 

 (3.10) (3.19) (3.71) (3.73) (3.47) (3.46) 

WarrantPosReturnkt2  -0.0139  -0.0135  -0.0142 

  (-3.17)  (-3.26)  (-3.21) 

WarrantNegReturnkt1 -0.0246 -0.0177 -0.0338 -0.0291 -0.0244 -0.0173 

 (-4.19) (-3.80) (-8.29) (-8.80) (-5.57) (-5.63) 

WarrantNegReturnkt2  -0.00166  -0.00201  0.00148 

  (-0.43)  (-0.62)  (0.41) 

Turnoverkt1 -0.00112 -0.00103 -0.00112 -0.000987 -0.00111 -0.00102 

 (-5.02) (-3.36) (-4.89) (-3.10) (-4.88) (-3.14) 

Turnoverkt2  -0.0000852  -0.000144  -0.0000920 

  (-0.35)  (-0.58)  (-0.35) 

Constant -0.977 13.77 -3.805 11.01 -16.90 -10.12 

 (-0.69) (5.82) (-2.61) (4.75) (-3.52) (-1.54) 

Maturity fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Warrant fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Branch fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 177170 175452 177170 175452 177170 175452 

Within R2 0.554 0.600 0.554 0.600 0.554 0.600 
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Table 6 
Panel Regressions Explaining Put Warrant Prices 
Results of regressions of daily warrant closing prices on Turnover, Volatility, Float and a TransactionTax 
dummy using the zero-fundamental sample defined in Xiong and Yu (2011) as the set of warrant-dates for 
which the Black-Scholes value is less than ¥0.005 (or for the cash settled Nanhang warrant if the 
settlement price will exceed the strike price even if the stock trades limit down every day until the 
expiration date). The zero-fundamental sample contains 863 observations, 42 of which are missing the 
value of Volatility. Turnover is market trading volume divided by the number of outstanding warrants, 
and then divided by 100, Volatility is computed from intraday 5-minute returns, and then annualized, 
Float is the daily total number of shares outstanding, in billions, and the TransactionTax dummy takes the 
value one if the date is May 30, 2007 or later.  Columns (1)-(4) of Panel A replicate the results in Xiong 
and Yu (2011), Table 5, while columns (5) and (6) reported the results of additional specifications. Panel 
B reports results including the TransactionTax dummy. All of the regressions include maturity fixed 
effects. The t-statistics (in parentheses) are based on standard errors clustered by date to adjust for 
heteroscedasticity and correlation within a trading day.    

Panel A: Without TransactionTax dummy 

Explanatory Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Turnover 0.212     0.146 0.225   
(8.31) (4.91) (8.43) 

Volatility 21.93 15.06 26.93 
(5.19) (2.78) (5.66) 

Float -0.301 -0.281 -0.316 -0.291 
(-11.38) (-10.17) (-11.40) (-10.95) 

Constant -2.513 -3.185 0.323 -3.671 -2.385 -3.648 
(-6.40) (-4.59) (3.26) (-4.71) (-5.35) (-4.72) 

Maturity Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 863 821 863 821 863 821 
Adjusted R2 0.181 0.177 0.209 0.322 0.301 0.295 

Panel B: With TransactionTax dummy 

Explanatory Variable (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

Turnover -0.0127 -0.0776 -0.00882 
(-0.49) (-2.41) (-0.38) 

Volatility 7.375 17.40 12.10 
(2.13) (4.25) (3.68) 

Float -0.355 -0.344 -0.355 -0.335 
(-20.74) (-17.83) (-20.85) (-18.00) 

TransactionTax 1.677 1.387 1.749 1.588 1.765 1.486 
 (16.92) (16.64) (19.54) (15.28) (18.13) (15.77) 
Constant -0.398 -1.534 -0.244 -1.821 -0.143 -1.949 

(-1.09) (-2.66) (-1.09) (-3.31) (-0.42) (-3.38) 
Maturity fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 863 821 863 821 863 821 
Adjusted R2 0.476 0.450 0.627 0.613 0.626 0.607 
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Table 7 
Panel Regressions Explaining Warrant Prices Using Predicted Feedback Volume and the 
Predicted New Investors’ Volume Due to Social Contagion 
Results of panel regressions explaining daily warrant closing prices using the predicted volume 
due to positive feedback trading (FeedbackVolume) and the predicted new investors’ volume due 
to social contagion (SocialContagionVolume). The sample is the zero-fundamental sample 
defined in Xiong and Yu (2011), restricted to the set of five warrants that traded both before and 
after May 30, 2007, the date when the stock transaction tax tripled. The zero-fundamental sample 
for the five warrants contains 509 observations, of which 42 have missing values for. The main 
variables of interest FeedbackVolume and SocialContagionVolume are defined in Section 6. 
Other variables are as in Table V. All regressions include maturity fixed effects. The t-statistics 
(in parentheses) are based on standard errors clustered by date to account for heteroscedasticity 
and correlation within a trading day.    

Explanatory Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

FeedbackVolume 0.260 0.243 0.261 0.257 0.233 0.256 

(14.03) (10.57) (10.49) (10.43) (8.46) (9.28) 

SocialContagionVolume 0.135 0.116 0.114 0.00313 0.0286 0.0121 

(3.22) (2.68) (2.59) (0.12) (1.06) (0.46) 

Turnover -0.191 -0.162 -0.0218 -0.0514 -0.189 -0.156 

(-4.94) (-4.06) (-0.53) (-0.95) (-4.83) (-4.14) 

Volatility -11.86 -1.580 6.424 10.73 -13.98 -2.908 

(-2.35) (-0.26) (1.19) (1.68) (-2.52) (-0.49) 

Float -0.219 -0.181 -0.190 -0.267 -0.249 -0.256 -0.221 -0.176 -0.189 

(-10.76) (-8.12) (-8.48) (-12.08) (-10.15) (-9.73) (-10.82) (-8.34) (-8.79) 

TransactionTax 2.127 1.808 1.905 2.353 2.086 2.120 2.133 1.839 1.918 

(19.92) (16.61) (17.24) (19.73) (16.65) (16.47) (19.51) (16.48) (16.91) 

Constant 0.817 -0.0539 0.794 -1.653 -2.664 -2.539 0.787 0.219 0.879 

(1.30) (-0.07) (0.89) (-2.39) (-3.50) (-3.43) (1.24) (0.26) (0.93) 

Maturity fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observation 509 467 467 507 465 465 507 465 465 

Adjusted R2 0.732 0.695 0.716 0.603 0.569 0.570 0.732 0.698 0.717 
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Table 8 
Panel Regressions Explaining Warrant Prices Before and After May 30, 2007 
Results of regressions of daily warrant closing prices on Turnover, Volatility and Float using the 
zero-fundamental sample defined in Xiong and Yu (2011) before and after the tripling of the 
transaction tax on May 30, 2007.  The zero-fundamental sample contains 863 observations, of 
which 42 are missing the value of Volatility. Among these, 486 observations are from before 
May 30, 2007 and 377 observations are on or after that date. Columns (1)-(3) use the dates 
before May 30, 2007, and (4)-(6) use the dates on or after May 30. All regressions include 
maturity fixed effects. The t-statistics (in parentheses) are based on standard errors clustered by 
date to adjust for heteroscedasticity and correlation within a trading day.   
 

  Before May 30, 2007   On or after May 30, 2007 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Turnover -0.00781 -0.00752 -0.0648 0.0606 

(-0.56) (-0.89) (-1.10) (1.57) 

Volatility 0.0606 -0.385 24.56 19.49 

(0.04) (-0.33) (3.82) (4.05) 

Float -0.368 -0.368 -0.364 -0.189 -0.201 -0.181 

(-23.69) (-22.60) (-20.83) (-5.52) (-6.59) (-5.85) 

Constant 0.370 0.376 0.351 -2.258 -0.576 -2.496 

(3.21) (3.08) (2.57) (-3.12) (-0.84) (-3.58) 

Maturity fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observation 486 486 486 335 377 335 

Adjusted R2 0.697 0.698 0.697   0.493 0.451 0.491 
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Table 9 
Panel Regressions Explaining Warrant Prices Before and After May 30, 2007 Using 
Predicted Feedback Volume and the Predicted New Investors’ Volume Due to Social 
Contagion 
Results of panel regressions explaining daily warrant closing prices using the predicted volume 
due to positive feedback trading (FeedbackVolume) and the predicted new investors’ volume due 
to social contagion (SocialContagionVolume) using the zero-fundamental sample defined in 
Xiong and Yu (2011) before and after the tripling of the transaction tax on May 30, 2007, 
restricted to the set of five warrants that traded both before and after that date.  The zero-
fundamental sample for the five warrants contains 509 observations, of which 42 have missing 
values for Volatility. The main variables of interest FeedbackVolume and 
SocialContagionVolume are defined in Section 6. Other variables are as in Tables V. The 
regressions reported in columns (1)-(3) use the zero-fundamental sample before May 30, 2007, 
and those in columns (4)-(6) use the zero-fundamental sample from on or after that date. All 
regressions include maturity fixed effects. Those reported in columns (1)-(3) use weekly 
maturity fixed effects because the number of observations does not allow the use of daily fixed 
effects, and those reported in columns (4)-(6) use daily maturity fixed effects. The t-statistics (in 
parentheses) are based on standard errors clustered by date to adjust for heteroscedasticity and 
correlation within a trading day.      

 Before May 30, 2007  On or after May 30, 2007 

(1) (2) (3)  (4) (5) (6) 

FeedbackVolume 0.0615 0.0511  0.249 0.235 

(3.51) (2.30)  (10.24) (8.55) 

SocialContagionVolume 0.0232 0.00941  0.132 0.0328 

(2.76) (0.97)  (2.74) (1.16) 

Turnover 0.0126 0.0209 0.0139  -0.145 -0.0401 -0.134 

(0.97) (1.69) (1.08)  (-3.42) (-0.67) (-3.33) 

Volatility -5.369 -3.684 -5.501  -1.817 6.506 -4.971 

(-2.27) (-1.50) (-2.32)  (-0.33) (0.93) (-0.92) 

Float -0.405 -0.407 -0.406  -0.0937 -0.126 -0.0844 

(-77.54) (-56.15) (-72.05)  (-3.78) (-4.27) (-3.68) 

Constant 1.018 1.040 1.023  2.360 -0.162 2.638 

(32.35) (35.82) (34.40)  (2.83) (-0.20) (2.88) 

Maturity fixed effects Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 

Observation 136 136 136  331 329 329 

Adjusted R2 0.994 0.993 0.994  0.717 0.539 0.717 
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Table 10 
Panel Regressions Explaining Warrant Prices Using Predicted Reentry Volume and the 
Predicted New Investors’ Volume 
Results of panel regressions explaining daily warrant closing prices using the predicted reentry 
volume (ReentryVolume) and the predicted new investors’ volume (NewInvestorVolume). The 
sample is the zero-fundamental sample defined in Xiong and Yu (2011), restricted to the set of 
five warrants that traded both before and after May 30, 2007, the date when the stock transaction 
tax tripled. The zero-fundamental sample for the five warrants contains 509 observations, of 
which 42 have missing values for Volatility. The main variables of interest ReentryVolume and 
NewInvestorVolume are defined in Section 6. Other variables are as in Table V. All regressions 
include maturity fixed effects. The t-statistics (in parentheses) are based on standard errors 
clustered by date to adjust for heteroscedasticity and correlation within a trading day.    

Explanatory Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

ReentryVolume 0.0431 0.0363 0.0430 0.0401 0.0257 0.0414 

(12.92) (10.05) (10.48) (5.92) (4.14) (5.92) 

NewInvestorVolume 0.0282 0.0292 0.0290 0.00262 0.0128 0.00154 

(9.77) (8.54) (8.32) (0.52) (2.51) (0.26) 

Turnover -0.244 -0.229 -0.0755 -0.0420 -0.235 -0.220 

(-6.04) (-5.53) (-1.96) (-0.90) (-5.47) (-4.61) 

Volatility -11.06 0.995 -6.970 -3.477 -13.90 0.119 

(-2.33) (0.19) (-1.18) (-0.50) (-2.51) (0.02) 

Float -0.212 -0.183 -0.186 -0.244 -0.205 -0.210 -0.215 -0.177 -0.187 

(-10.12) (-7.71) (-8.37) (-11.25) (-8.70) (-8.60) (-10.11) (-7.51) (-8.29) 

TransactionTax 2.008 1.680 1.777 2.294 2.066 2.095 2.030 1.804 1.793 

(17.01) (13.59) (14.61) (20.15) (17.63) (17.36) (16.70) (14.02) (14.30) 

Constant -0.193 -1.639 -0.365 -1.650 -1.636 -1.524 -0.286 -1.211 -0.365 

(-0.29) (-2.18) (-0.46) (-1.87) (-1.57) (-1.45) (-0.43) (-1.32) (-0.44) 

Maturity fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observation 509 467 467 507 465 465 507 465 465 

Adjusted R2 0.727 0.675 0.715 0.679 0.654 0.654 0.728 0.687 0.715 
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Table 11 
Panel Regressions Explaining Warrant Prices Before and After May 30, 2007 Using 
Predicted Reentry Volume and the Predicted New Investors’ Volume 
Results of panel regressions explaining daily warrant closing prices using the predicted reentry 
volume (ReentryVolume) and the predicted new investors’ volume (NewInvestorVolume) using 
the zero-fundamental sample defined in Xiong and Yu (2011) before and after the tripling of the 
transaction tax on May 30, 2007, restricted to the set of five warrants that traded both before and 
after that date.  The zero-fundamental sample for the five warrants contains 509 observations, of 
which 42 have missing values for Volatility. The main variables of interest ReentryVolume and 
NewInvestorVolume are defined in Section 6. Other variables are as in Tables V. The regressions 
reported in columns (1)-(3) use the zero-fundamental sample before May 30, 2007, and those in 
columns (4)-(6) use the zero-fundamental sample from on or after that date. All regressions 
include maturity fixed effects. Those reported in columns (1)-(3) use weekly maturity fixed 
effects because the number of observations does not allow the use of daily fixed effects, and 
those reported in columns (4)-(6) use daily maturity fixed effects. The t-statistics (in parentheses) 
are based on standard errors clustered by date to adjust for heteroscedasticity and correlation 
within a trading day.      

 Before May 30, 2007  On or after May 30, 2007 

(1) (2) (3)  (4) (5) (6) 

ReentryVolume 0.00632 0.00522  0.0432 0.0390 

(2.21) (2.06)  (10.79) (5.30) 

SocialContagionVolume 0.00644 0.00430  0.0303 0.00430 

(1.92) (1.52)  (8.69) (0.68) 

Turnover 0.0108 0.0102 0.00535  -0.218 -0.0284 -0.197 

(0.68) (0.74) (0.35)  (-5.04) (-0.58) (-4.11) 

Volatility -4.335 -1.843 -3.861  -0.775 -7.016 -2.848 

(-1.42) (-0.70) (-1.31)  (-0.15) (-1.04) (-0.49) 

Float -0.407 -0.414 -0.412  -0.0738 -0.0803 -0.0707 

(-60.28) (-39.61) (-47.24)  (-3.18) (-3.26) (-3.05) 

Constant 0.997 1.021 0.994  1.328 0.658 1.392 

(27.59) (32.11) (28.60)  (1.78) (0.63) (1.72) 

Maturity fixed effects Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 

Observation 136 136 136  331 329 329 

Adjusted R2 0.993 0.993 0.993  0.745 0.667 0.743 

 

 

 

 


